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Abstract
Robots have become a crucial component in contemporary manufacturing. Due
to their large workspace, high precision and repeatability, they are used in a broad
spectrum of automation. They especially excel in industrial environments, replaying
the same motions and performing the same tasks repeatedly over extended periods of
time. The usefulness of robots, however, still falls short in industries where the production demands change frequently. In such production environments, the traditional
automation approaches and the corresponding robot workcells still do not offer a suitable solution. It is therefore necessary to explore the available options and progress
the scientific field into more adaptable robotic workcells in order to bring automation
to these types of industries. In this thesis, we present novel technologies and methods
aimed at increasing the ease of reconfiguration and shortening setup times of adaptive
robot workcells.
The first chapter of this thesis provides an insight to the main topic addressed
in this thesis and presents the current state of the art. We begin the chapter with a
broader presentation of the traditional manufacturing systems and how they fall short
when greater flexibility is needed. We continue by introducing the paradigm of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS), which states that manufacturing systems
should be adaptable in a quick and efficient manner to unexpected changes in market
demands and consequently production specifications. One of the components that are
often needed in a manufacturing system are fixtures, which should also conform to the
RMS characteristics. We present the concept of passive flexible fixtures and explain
the challenge of their placement so that a set of workpieces can be mounted onto them.
Another aspect that needs to be addressed in order to shorten setup and reconfiguration
times is programming of robot motions. We present how methods for statistical learning in conjunction with Programming by Demonstration (PbD) can be used to increase
the efficiency of robot programming. However, the results of standard PbD methods
are susceptible to variations in the speed profiles of user demonstrations. We tackle
this issue by introducing a statistical learning method based on arc-length dynamic

movement primitives (AL-DMP). We conclude the chapter with a summary of novel
contributions of this thesis.
The second chapter presents the software and hardware design paradigms for building adaptive robotic cells and how they were utilized in a prototype cell. We first
present the hardware aspects of the cell and the novel approach to build reconfigurable
hardware by using reconfigurable components with passive degrees of freedom. This
type of components are built without actuators or sensors but can be reconfigured by a
robot arm. We then provide a detailed description of the software system architecture.
The software system is based on the Robot Operating System (ROS), which allowed
us to make it reconfigurable and to support the reconfigurable hardware. Additionally,
we describe how the robot programming process was enhanced in the developed cell
by making use of PbD and a robot skill database. The chapter is concluded with a
summary of the novel workcell design paradigms.
The third chapter provides a detailed description of 1. the developed methodology
for the reconfiguration of fixtures with passive degrees of freedom, called hexapods in
what follows, and 2. the new method for statistical learning of robot skills based on
kinesthethic guidance. We start by describing a new optimization method that can be
used to automatically determine the layout of the hexapods in order to make it possible
to mount a set of workpieces without the need to re-position their bases. The method
considers the kinematic limitations of the fixturing system and the physical limits of
the cell layout, including collisions. We also provide a strategy for how to generate a
robot trajectory to reconfigure the fixtures in order to avoid the kinematic limits during the reconfiguration process. In the second part of this chapter we present a novel
method for statistical learning of robot skills that uses arc-length dynamics movement
primitives – AL-DMPs – to represent robot skills. We provide its mathematical formulation and explain its benefits over the standard DMP formulation. We conclude
the chapter by explaining how all the developed methods and paradigms can be used
together to achieve fast setup and reconfiguration of adaptive robot workcells.
The experimental evaluation of the methods and paradigms proposed in this thesis
are presented in the fourth chapter. We first explain the results of the implementation
of various industrial use-cases in the developed prototype workcell. This was done
to evaluate the proposed adaptive cell design paradigms. The results show the industrial readiness of the system and that it can achieve the desired performance in terms
of setup and reconfiguration times. Next we show how the proposed optimization

method to determine the layout of the hexapods assures that the kinematic limitations
and other physical constraints of the workspace are respected. Finally, we present the
performance of the AL-DMP representation for statistical learning and action recognition.
The fifth and final chapter of the thesis contains the discussion and final remarks.
Each of the scientific contributions is briefly summarized and discussed. The possibilities for future work are also laid out. At the end of the chapter, we delineate the
contributions in peer-reviewed journals and conferences that support the scientific relevance of the presented research results.

Keywords: reconfigurable manufacturing systems, flexible fixtures, Stewart platform,
layout optimization, programming by demonstration, dynamic movement primitives,
statistical learning of robot skills.

Chapter 1

Introduction
Seeking ways to improve the production of goods has been one of the driving forces
of human invention. Increasing the production efficiency meant that goods could be
produced by consuming fewer resources. The resources in question are not only the
production time or the raw materials needed but also the strain on the workers. The
latter has also been presented as one of the motivations behind the development of the
first industrial robot in the late sixties [1]. The authors stated that one of the main
incentives behind their invention was to prevent injuries from happening to personnel
working with dangerous industrial machinery. So it is no surprise that this robot was
installed at a die-casting plant where its task was removing hot pieces of metal from a
die-cast machine, a task that is unsafe and physically demanding for human workers.
Since then, robotics as an industry and research field grew significantly and it is estimated that there are currently around 3.2 million industrial robots installed worldwide
[2].
Most of the industrial robots are installed in factories where they do the same repetitive task over and over again. A robot is usually placed adjacent to other industrial
machinery. The combination of the robot and this machinery is usually referred to as
robot cell. The peripheral machinery of the cell is carefully selected and their layout is
rigorously planned. The same is done for the movements of a robot. A robot programmer has to meticulously plan the trajectories which the robot has to follow in order
to perform the desired steps in the production process. All of these setup tasks may
stretch for a considerable amount of time. However, as these robots will be performing the same tasks for an extended duration, in some cases even multiple years, this
is often not an issue. For factories that produce large quantities of the same products,
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dedicating a large portion of time to the setup of robot cells is viable from an economic
stand point. The situation, however, is not quite the same in factories that produce low
volumes of products with a high variety. Those type of factories cannot easily afford
to invest as much time in dedicated robot cells. This is because the specifications of
their products change frequently. In turn this means that robot cells would need to be
adjusted and the robot motions reprogrammed every time these changes occur. Instead
of using robots, these factories engage human workers into their production processes
to cope with these changes. Compared to automation machinery, humans are more
versatile, dexterous and quick to adapt to changes in production specifications. It is
obvious that this goes against the principle of alleviating the burden from the human
workers. It is therefore necessary to develop more adaptable automation solutions if
we want to automate these types of production processes.
The production systems discussed above are purposely built around one product
and are often referred to as Dedicated Manufacturing Systems (DMS). The next step
in the evolution towards more adaptable production paradigms was the development
of Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) [3]. In contrast to DMS, the FMS paradigm
addresses the automation of mid-volume and mid-variety production. These systems
are designed so they are able to cope with a certain anticipated variety of the production
specifications. In such a system, a robot would be able to adapt its motions with respect
to the porvided specifications. For example, computer vision can be used to adjust the
robot’s trajectories for welding operations [4]. In such a cell, even though the robot
is able to adjust its motion, its purpose – welding – stays the same. While FMS are
able to cope with some variety of production specifications, they do not fully address
the issues of low-volume and high-variety production. FMS still require a significant
amount of time to set up, but more importantly, their flexibility allows the system to
react to changes that are anticipated. If an unanticipated change to the production
process occurs, it usually means that the system needs to be not only reprogrammed,
but the robot cell as a whole needs to be changed as well.
To address these issues, a new type of manufacturing paradigm was be developed.
The next step in the evolution of manufacturing systems that are more agile, adaptable and quick to react to changes in production specifications is the Reconfigurable
Manufacturing Systems (RMS) paradigm. Proposed by Koren et al. [5] in the late
nineties, the RMS paradigm advocates for manufacturing systems that can rapidly and
efficiently adjust the production capacity and functionality to meet sudden changes in
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market demands. The main distinction between FMS and RMS is that a flexible system can adapt to anticipated changes while its functionality stays the same. RMS, on
the other hand, can be completely reconfigured to not only adapt capacity but also its
functionality. Such drastic changes in the system are made possible due to the fact
that RMS are modular by design. This characteristic makes it possible to add, remove
or exchange modules and construct a manufacturing system that is adequate for the
current specifications in the production. In the context of a robot cell, this means that
it should be possible to add, remove or exchange peripheral equipment and also adjust
their layout. Furthermore, concerning the robot itself, this also means that the robot
should be re-purposed, and its motions should be (re)programmed quickly.
We can therefore summarize that introducing automation in production processes
with a high variety of manufactured products is no easy feat. If the wish is to use
a robot cell for this purpose, we additionally need to ensure that reconfiguration to
new specifications can occur quickly and without extensive human intervention. This
includes both the peripheral equipment and the robot motions. These are precisely
the challenges that are addressed in this thesis. We present design paradigms that
stem from researching and developing an adaptive robot workcell prototype. More
specifically, we present a novel integration of reconfigurable hardware and software to
achieve short setup and reconfiguration times. We introduce the concept of passive reconfigurable hardware, where instead of using built-in actuators and sensors, a robot is
used to perform the reconfiguration of these peripheral devices. The design paradigms
and the cell prototype are evaluated with experiments that cover a variety of industrial
scenarios. A method for computing the optimal layout of passive reconfigurable fixtures is developed and experimentally evaluated. In context of improving the aspects
of robot programming, we propose a novel skill learning method aimed at improving
the statistical generalization of robot motions learned through human demonstrations
by separating the spatial and temporal components of the demonstrated trajectories.

1.1

Reconfigurable manufacturing systems

Since its introduction, the Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) paradigm
gained significant traction within the research community [6, 3, 7, 8]. The goal of
this paradigm is to allow manufacturing systems to react to frequent and unanticipated
changes in the market demands quickly and efficiently. These changes drive the pro-
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duction specifications and the desired throughput of the manufacturing system. Dedicated manufacturing systems, while having a very high throughput, allow for almost no
adjustments. Flexible manufacturing system are designed to allow certain adjustment
but all within the same functionality, e. g. a welding robot will change its trajectory,
but it will still be used for welding only. The key characteristics that are unique and
distinguish an RMS from the DMS and FMS while at the same time make it possible
to achieve the required responsiveness are [9]:
• modularity – The system should be constructed by modules that each have their
own functionality and can be arranged based on the production specifications.
• convertibility – The functionality of the manufacturing system should be changeable within a very short amount of time, ideally within a day.
• scalability – The production capacity of the manufacturing system should be
quickly adjustable by adding or subtracting modules.
• customization – The machines and modules within the manufacturing system
must themselves be flexible to allow coping with the variability of the part family
that the system as a whole produces.
• integrability – Integrating new modules that add functionality to the manufacturing system should be simple from both a mechanical and software standpoint.
• diagnosability – All the components of the system should report their current
state, which facilitates the detection of anomalies and therefore allows for quick
detection of the root of the problem.
We can see that modularity, integrability and diagnosability are the characteristics that
ensure the system can be reconfigured quickly in terms of functionality. However,
they do not address the need to adjust the production capacity of the system. That
is why the RMS should also be convertible, customizable and scalable. Maganha et
al. [10] conducted a survey among industrial manufacturers regarding the adoption of
RMS characteristics. The authors first note that scalability and convertibility are most
time understood as one property and therefore propose that adaptability is a more
suitable term to describe both. A reasoning that we decided to adapt as well. They
argue that customization and adaptability have a higher level of implementation than
modularity, integrability and diagnosability. This drove them to the conclusion that
some of the current production systems only seemed to be reconfigurable. A more
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in-depth investigation showed that they lacked the required characteristics that would
make the reconfiguration quick, efficient and feasible.
Achieving all these characteristics in a manufacturing system will inevitably make
it complex. That is why, even with all these advantages, RMS are not a solution that
would be suitable for all types of manufacturing tasks. Due to their increased complexity of design and generally lower throughput, compared to more dedicated systems, it
is important to thoroughly evaluate if such a manufacturing model is appropriate for
each specific production process [11]. RMS mostly bring added value in manufacturing processes where changes in production happen often [12]. Furthermore, the
method of the implementation of an RMS within a factory is also very dependent on
its size. Brunoe et al. [13] argue that smaller factories benefit most by implementing the RMS paradigm in their production at the workstation level, rather than at the
production line level.
A technology that further enhances the modularity and adaptability aspects of RMS
is the so-called “Plug & Produce” (P&P) concept proposed by Arai et al. [14]. Analogue to the “Plug & Play” concept from computers, it campaigns for modules that
can be introduced to the system without changes to the system’s architecture or other
devices. Chen [15] extended the idea of modular manufacturing devices by developing
a modular robot arm that can be configured on demand. Maeda et al. [16] presented a
reconfigurable multi-robot system, where new robots can be introduced to an already
running manufacturing process. The analysis of these papers makes it clear that these
authors dedicated a large portion of their efforts to the development of a software architecture that supports the P&P concept. They each developed their own software
solution specific to their prototypes. Given the nature of research work, this by itself
is not an issue. However, to achieve proper integrability of RMS, more standardized
software and communication architectures are needed. This has also been highlighted
in a recent literature review conducted by Singh et al. [17] where the authors point at
a gap in information flow between different machine tool manufacturers.
In recent years, the open-source Robot Operating System (ROS) has been gaining traction not only among the scientific community but also among various robot
manufacturers [18]. Despite its name, ROS is not limited to solve only robot communication and control challenges but also provides tools, libraries and conventions to
facilitate the development of software for the peripheral equipment. A recent survey of
the ROS userbase concluded that nearly half (45%) of the ROS users are professionals
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coming from the industry, followed by researchers (at 38%) from academia [19]. This
further indicates that ROS is well established also in industrial settings and therefore
represents a suitable option for designing a software architecture for an RMS.
Regardless of all the positive aspects of RMS, the industry is still reluctant towards
mass adoption of such solutions. The reasons behind the slow adoptions are different.
In some cases, it is due to the aforementioned disparity between RMS and more dedicated systems in terms of complexity and throughput [11]. Another commonly stated
reason is the high investment costs that stem from both the equipment and time to set
up the manufacturing line itself [20, 21]. This is also visible when looking at the analysis of the competition held at the World Robot Summit 2018, which was compiled
by von Drigalski et al. [22]. The participating teams had each to design a robot cell
that could automate several different mock-up production tasks, one of them even at
a short notice of 24 hours before evaluation. The analysis shows that the team with
the highest final score also invested the most effort (measured in person months) into
their solution. The authors also show a clear relation between the total cost of the automation system and the achieved final score: the higher the cost, the higher the score.
In two recent studies by Singh et al. [17] and Bortolini et al. [8] the authors perform
an extensive literature and field review of RMS. Among other findings, they highlight
that quick setup and short reconfiguration times are very important to the industry and
improvements on these aspects would certainly accelerate wider adoption of RMS.
This provides a challenging task – improve the setup and reconfiguration times while
maintaining the cost of equipment low – which is precisely the focus of this thesis.

1.2

Passive reconfigurable fixtures

A type of peripheral equipment that is often required in robot cells is fixtures. They
are needed when a workpiece has to be firmly held in place while the robot performs
the necessary manufacturing operations on it. Traditionally, fixtures are specifically
designed and constructed for each workpiece. This makes integrating fixtures into a
reconfigurable robot cell a challenging task. A better alternative is to apply reconfigurable fixtures, which can be classified in two groups: modular and flexible fixtures
[23]. Modular fixtures are usually composed of different smaller modules that can be
arranged in the appropriate configuration according to the workpiece. Flexible fixtures,
which are one of the discussion topics of this thesis, are usually ready-to-use mecha-
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nisms with one or more degrees of freedom. They can be reconfigured in order to
ensure solid placement of the workpiece [24]. However, as mentioned above, the flexibility property allows their adaptations within an anticipated range of changes. In case
of flexible fixtures this means that they can be arranged only within their respective
workspace.
Flexible fixturing systems allow for automatic reconfiguration, either by making
use of internal actuators or by external manipulation [25]. Automatic reconfiguration
of fixtures increases the precision of their positioning, removes the need for human
intervention, and lowers change-over times. Using the Stewart platform design, two
similar concepts of passive flexible fixtures have been proposed in the past by Gödl et
al. [26] and Jonnson et al. [27]. The two designs are fairly similar but the distinguishing advantage of the former, also dubbed as hexapod in this thesis, is the specially
designed universal joints in the legs, which have an adjustable backlash mechanism
[28]. In most cases more than one hexapod is needed to fix a desired workpiece, which
makes the determination of viable locations and postures of hexapods an important and
difficult to compute problem.
At first glance, this challenge is similar to the robot cell layout optimization, which
has received a considerable research attention in the past [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37]. Most authors were studying either the optimal placement of robots within
a predefined cell or how to determine the layout of the robot and relevant peripheral
equipment. Some authors also considered a human worker in the loop and studied the
ergonomic aspect of the human operator while performing tasks alongside the robot
[38]. Yet others were interested where to place a workpiece so that the robot would
have the highest stiffness during machining operations on the said workpiece [29].
Naturally, the chosen optimization metrics may vary significantly depending on the
desired outcome (cycle time, layout area, reachability, total work, energy consumption,
etc.).
It became evident when reviewing these papers that the underlying optimization
problems are mostly finding solutions with a small amount of optimization variables
(e. g. position of the robots in the cell) and have relatively simple constraints (e. g.
no overlap between cell components). None of them deal with closed-loop kinematic
chains between multiple parallel mechanisms and multiple workpieces. It is therefore
necessary to develop new methods that can take into account the characteristics of
parallel mechanisms and the geometry of workpieces to be placed onto a fixturing
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system to enable the automatic determination of optimal layouts of fixturing systems
built from parallel mechanisms.

1.3

Learning robot motions from multiple demonstrations

Due to their high dexterity, flexibility and a generally large workspace, collaborative
robot arms are a good fit for the RMS paradigm. These types of robots are certified
to operate in close proximity with human workers and do not require a barrier around
them to remain safe for humans [39]. They present opportunities to advance beyond
standard methodologies for robot programming, which still primarily relies on utilizing
a robot teach pendant directly connected to the robot controller (on-line programming)
or on simulation (off-line programming). Both of these processes are rather unintuitive,
tedious, and require knowledge of the specific robot or simulation system.
A programming method that aims to close this gap is the Programming by Demonstration (PbD) paradigm [40, 41]. Among different approaches to PbD, kinesthetic
guidance has been widely adopted on collaborative robots [42]. Kinesthetic guidance
is defined as a process where a human operator holds the robot and physically guides it
through the desired movement. It is effective especially for programming robot skills
[43, 44], but also for other tasks such as workcell calibration. There are approaches for
robot skill teaching that do not require physical interaction with the robot, for example,
teleoperation [45, 46, 47]. But, in terms of implementation, PbD based on kinesthetic
guidance does not require additional sensing equipment (e. g. force-torque sensor, motion tracker, etc.). It can be achieved by using the robot’s dynamic model to estimate
the required torques in the joints that make the robot compliant [48]. It is most effective with modern torque-controlled robots. Many cobot manufacturers emphasize
the ease of deployment of their products and the capability of working alongside humans in already existing manufacturing environments. However, as noted by Villani et
al. [49], even modern collaborative robots do not offer intuitive enough programming
interfaces that would allow for fast repurposing of the robot.
While using kinesthetic guidance to move the robot along the desired motions, its
internal states, i. e. joint or Cartesian space configurations, are being recorded. After the data has been acquired, it is usually encoded in a parametric form to reduce
its dimensionality. A powerful movement representation is essential for a successful
implementation of robot learning and action recognition algorithms. In recent years
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nonlinear dynamic systems have become widely used in robotics due to the many
benefits they offer: ability to represent both point-to-point and periodic movements,
easy computation of open parameters for accurate trajectory representation, ability to
incorporate coupling terms for interaction with the environment, robustness against
perturbations, ease of modulation of control parameters, etc. [50]. Dynamic movement primitives (DMPs) developed by Ijspeert et al. [51, 50] were the first variant of
nonlinear dynamic systems, i. e. systems of nonlinear differential equations, proposed
for robot trajectory representation and control. A number of methodologies based on
DMPs have been proposed in the literature since then, e. g. methods for learning from
multiple demonstrations [52, 53], reinforcement learning [54, 55], synchronization of
dual-arm behaviors [56, 57], Cartesian space movement generation [58, 59], humanrobot interaction [60], adaptation to new start and goal constraints [61], etc.
While it is possible to compute the appropriate DMPs on the fly when the training
data comprises multiple demonstrations [62], there also exist other types of dynamic
systems that can represent multiple variants of the desired behavior within a single
equation system: dynamic systems with Gaussian mixture models [63, 64, 65] and
probabilistic movement primitives [66, 67]. These representations require more data
for learning and are computationally more expensive than one-shot learning of DMPs,
but they can represent variants of a given movement skill within the same dynamical system. In this thesis we focus on how to deal with speed variability within the
DMP framework, but our approach is also applicable to other movement representation
schemes based on dynamic systems.
The issue of how to time-align multiple human movements has been addressed in
the recent work on interaction primitives [68, 67]. While initially standard dynamic
time warping [69] was applied to solve the time alignment problem [68], a smooth
and continuous warping function was developed in [67] to enhance the performance of
the approach. In another work, Ewerton et al. [70] applied expectation-maximization
algorithm to time-align multiple phase parameters.
The problem of time-scaling of robot movements has also been addressed in previous studies [71, 72]. The main idea of both works was to introduce additional parameters to non-linearly scale the DMP equations. This allowed the authors to fine-tune the
speed of a single trajectory that was acquired by kinesthetic teaching and encoded as
DMP. They used this approach mainly for speeding up or slowing down robot motion
based on reinforcement learning. Our focus, however, is to improve statistical learning
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of robot skills from multiple demonstrations. To achieve this aim, we extended the
concept of arc length dynamic movement primitives (AL-DMPs) originally developed
in [72]. The proposed AL-DMP representation effectively separates the spatial and
temporal components of motion. This is important for learning from multiple demonstrations because it is difficult for a human demonstrator to maintain the same speed
across demonstrations. The problem of speed variability is avoided with the proposed
extended AL-DMP representation.

1.4

Contribution of this thesis

In this thesis we propose several approaches, both from hardware and software perspective, to build, set up, and control more adaptive and reconfigurable robotic workcells. More specifically, we developed a ROS-based modular software architecture to
control such workcells and introduced the paradigm of passive reconfigurable hardware, which is important to enable an effective reconfiguration of robotic workcells
without increasing their cost [73, 74]. One type of such hardware are passive reconfigurable fixtures. We developed a new approach to automatically determine the layout
of flexible fixtures intended for holding multiple workpieces [75]. Furthermore, to
improve the aspect of efficient programming of new robot motions, we developed a
new method based on arc-length DMPs that enhances the statistical learning of robot
trajectories acquired by kinesthetic teaching as well as action recognition [76]. These
methods are crucial for the efficient and user-friendly set up of new robotic tasks. In
summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• New hardware and software design paradigms for robot workcells that support
their fast set up and reconfiguration.
• A method to determine the locations of the base and top plates of a system of
flexible fixtures so that it is possible to fix a given set of workpieces and the robot
is able to execute the desired operations.
• A method to specify the robot motions that are needed to reconfigure a system
of passive flexible fixtures.
• A method for the statistical learning of robot trajectories based on arc-length
parametrization. This approach eliminates the effect of speed profiles on the
performance of learning.

Chapter 2

Design paradigms for adaptive robotic
workcells
In this chapter we present the reconfigurable robot workcell that was developed in this
thesis and the design paradigms that were applied to develop it. They are directed at
improving setup and reconfiguration times of such cells. During the development of
this cell, we identified numerous opportunities to establish both hardware and software
design aspects to shorten setup and reconfiguration times. The design of hardware elements plays an important role in such systems as it affects the layout and shape of the
cell, its sturdiness, cost and essentially also the performance of the robot. On the other
hand, a carefully designed software architecture may have a great effect on the reliability and ease of use of such systems. We payed significant attention to the development
of the hardware and software in synergy and according to the aforementioned criteria.
First we explain the hardware aspects of the cell prototype (showcased in Figure
2.1). We start by describing how the cell is built using a reconfigurable frame made
of steel beams. We proceed by presenting the developed “Plug & Produce” connector
that improves the modularity of the cell. The novel paradigm of passive reconfigurable
hardware components, which provides solutions for autonomous reconfiguration at a
lower cost than actuated alternatives, is presented as well.
The supporting software architecture of the reconfigurable robot cell that further
enhances the integrability and diagnosability is presented in Section 2.2. First, we give
an overview of the ROS-based software backbone of the cell, followed by explaining
how various modules may be quickly integrated by connecting to the ROS network.
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Finally, we explain how the low-level robot control is designed to allow the modularization of the robot.
To accelerate and facilitate the programming of the cell, we also developed higher
level software concepts, which are presented in Section 2.3. We begin the section by
discussing how Programming by Demonstration (PbD) approaches were used to teach
the robot assembly skills in an adaptable cell. We then present how the taught skills
can be stored in and read from a database that is accessible on the ROS network

Figure 2.1: The adjustable robot workcell in a configuration where it assembles an
automotive headlight. The cell frame is constructed from steel beams, held together by
the BoxJoint system. Peripheral modules are connected to the cell via P&P connectors,
e. g. blue trolleys in the back and the flexible fixtures module in the front.
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When developing a Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS), i. e. an adaptive
robot workcell, it is necessary to consider the desired physical properties of the overall
system. Among these properties are size, robustness of the structure, the available
robot workspace, safety, etc. Furthermore, it is important to ensure that the cell can be
integrated into an existing manufacturing process without making too many changes
to the said process. The available factory space plays a significant role in determining
the workcell layout. When changes do occur, the workcell needs to be adaptable and
able to cope with them quickly. Finally, the reconfigurability should not significantly
increase the price of the automated solution.
To comply with these requirements, we propose the paradigm of passive reconfigurable hardware. The main reasoning behind this idea is that a robot workcell already
contains an active component, namely a robot(s), which can be used to (re)configure
the rest of the robot’s workspace. Thus hardware components with passive degrees of
freedom can be manipulated by a robot and moved to a configuration suitable for the
desired task. They are a more affordable option compared to high-cost active solutions, which are often prohibitively expensive for smaller manufacturers that want to
keep the costs of automation low. Besides the fully automated reconfiguration, the cell
should also support manual reconfiguration when full automation is not feasible.

2.1.1

Reconfigurable frame

The frame of the workcell is a structure that connects the robot with peripheral modules that provide different functionalities. The main design requirement for the frame
is stiffness. Stiffness is important for robotic applications because even small frame
deformations may result in large positioning errors, which is especially critical for assembly operations. On the other hand, when a major change occurs within a production
process, we must be able to adapt the workcell’s structure to make it compatible with
a new product. To conform with these needs, the frame has to be sufficiently flexible,
i. e. adaptable, so that changes can be made quickly.
To fulfill all these requirements, a workcell frame made of rectangular steel beams
was chosen. The beams are connected using an innovative system developed for the
aeronautical industry called BoxJoint [77]. The resulting frame structure is very stiff
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Female side of the
P&P connector
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Connector for the electrical
signals (power & Ethernet)

Figure 2.2: Female (right) and male (left) end of the developed “Plug & Produce”
(P&P) coupling system.
and comparable with welded joints, and at the same time simple to assemble and modify by human workers. Some other solutions, for example Bosch Rexroth [78] or
similar systems, are also easy to assemble. However, these solutions use extruded aluminum profiles, hence they cannot achieve the same level of stiffness and are also not
as affordable.

2.1.2

Plug & Produce connectivity

Peripheral modules are crucial for the operation of the adaptive robot workcell as a
manufacturing system. A robot workcell without any peripheral elements cannot be
used to perform any real-world production tasks. Thus every workcell should have
the capability to be augmented with peripheral elements (modules) that provide the
appropriate functionalities. Some typical modules include workpiece fixtures, robot
tools storage, material flow management, and other application-specific equipment. To
ensure smooth process flow and short reconfiguration times, we need to have the ability
to introduce these modules into the workcell or swap them with others (especially the
material flow modules) as quickly and with as little interruption to the manufacturing
process as possible.
To deliver the ability to quickly add and remove these modules, special “Plug &
Produce” (P&P) connectors were developed (see Fig. 2.2). These are designed to
provide quick mechanical coupling with highly repeatable and stiff positioning of the
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peripheral modules. In order for these peripheral components to be truly modular, they
should be self-sufficient to a certain degree, i. e. they should be equipped with the
appropriate computing, actuation and other capabilities. It is therefore not enough to
provide only rigid mechanical coupling but also power and data connectivity. For this
reason, the developed P&P connector also provides electrical power, Ethernet connection for data transfer, and pneumatic lines, which can all be used by the equipment contained within the module. This in turn enables the hardware modules to be completely
self-sufficient and ready to provide the desired functionality as soon as they are coupled with the main frame. Moreover, the developed module provides stiff and accurate
coupling, which means that when a new peripheral module is attached, (re)calibration
of the workcell is not necessary, provided the locations of equipment and parts within
the newly attached module are known. While there are commercially available solutions that offer similar features to the developed P&P connector, e. g. from Destaco,
they are rather expensive for what is needed when connecting external periphery. This
is mainly due to higher positioning repeatability and more connectivity options. The
simplistic design of the developed P&P connector assures that it can be manufactured
at a lower cost.
This working principle is not limited to peripheral modules but may be used for
the robot’s end-effectors as well. In the proposed workcell, all end-effectors utilize
the Destaco QC/TP-30 quick tool exchange system. The working principle of the tool
exchange system is similar to that of P&P connectors. It provides mechanical coupling
of the end-effectors with the robot as well as electricity and pneumatic air. The active
part that is mounted on the robot incorporates a ball clutch, which is pneumatically
engaged or disengaged. This allows the robots to quickly and fully autonomously exchange the tools and other end-effectors and at the same time allow the application of
more advanced end-effectors (an example is described in Sec. 2.2.2). Additionally, the
tool exchange system can be used to kinematically calibrate the cell and the robots by
attaching the male ends of the tool exchange system to a hardware module which position is not known in the world coordinate system. The calibration is then performed by
kinesthetically guiding the robot and attaching its end-effector to the coupling elements
placed in the workcell. This approach is more intuitive and quicker than the methods
traditionally implemented on the robot controllers, which is also why it was used extensively for calibrating the passive reconfigurable hardware components, which are
described in Section 2.1.4.
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Reconfigurable robot tools

Traditionally, a tool mounted on the robot’s end-effector is rarely exchanged. Once the
tasks of the robot are defined, the robot is equipped with the appropriate tool for the
specific task. Naturally, this approach is not adequate for an adaptive robot workcell. A
step towards solving this issue is to make use of the “Plug & Produce” connectivity in
the form of a tool exchange system attached to the end-effector, as described in Section
2.1.2. This greatly expands the array of tasks that can be performed by a robot without
the need to manually make changes to its end-effector. However, with an eye on the
affordability of the overall solution and execution times, we wanted to minimize the
number of needed grippers and other specialized robot equipment. We therefore also
looked at how can we increase the level of reconfigurability of the tools themselves.
One such technology is the fingertip exchange system as proposed by Kramberger et
al. [79]. This solution uses a pneumatic clutch on the gripper to allow the exchange of
the fingertips quickly and efficiently [22]. We adopted this technology into our system
on two different grippers, pneumatic and servo gripper (the latter is depicted in Figure
2.3), and further extended it by implementing a reconfigurable screwdriver that will be
presented in more detail in the upcoming section.

Figure 2.3: A fingertip exchange system allows the robot to grasp objects of different
shapes without the need to exchange the gripper. The pictures depict the fingertip
exchange system with no fingertips (left most picture) and with 3 different fingertips
attached.
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Reconfigurable screwdriver

Automated screwdrivers are well established in manufacturing as they provide an efficient way to fasten screws to predefined values, i. e. angles or torques. The commercially available industrial screwdriver solutions are highly tailored to specific tasks and
cannot be reused for another application (e. g. different screws) without modifications.
Such modifications are trivial to do for a human but very challenging for a robot. The
lack of flexibility combined with the high price tag motivated us to develop a screwdriver solution that provides means for the robot to autonomously exchange the screw
bits.
We enhanced an off-the-shelf industrial screwdriver spindle (Deprag Minimat-EC)
with a custom designed power transmission that allows for a quick exchange of screw
bits. The developed solution for the screw bit exchange consists of two main components, the power transmission shaft and the screw bit plug, which attaches to the
shaft. A secure connection between the shaft and the screw bit plug is achieved using
a pneumatically activated coupling system, while the angular lock is achieved using a
simplified spline joint. On the other end, the screw bit plugs may be fitted with any
screw bit that follows the DIN 3126-E6.3 shank standard. Other shank shapes could
be utilized with only minor modifications. By mounting this power transmission to the
screwdriver, the robot was able to exchange the screw bits. The complete screwdriver
with the screw bit exchange system is depicted in Fig. 2.4.

Tool changer

Frame

Spindle

Power transmission

Screw bit

Figure 2.4: A computer render of the reconfigurable robotic screwdriver. It is based
on a commercially available screwdriver spindle, which we enhanced with a specially
developed power transmission that allows for a quick exchange of screw bits. A custom
made frame around the spindle provides a mounting point for the tool exchange system.
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Passive reconfigurable hardware components

While the plug “Plug & Produce” type of connectors allow us to introduce new modules into the workcell, thus modifying and enriching its functionality, such modules
often need to be introduced manually, i. e. by a human worker. This type of reconfiguration is not autonomous. As described in the introduction, it is desirable that modules
themselves also allow for a certain degree of adaptability and reconfiguration to cope
with sudden changes in production specifications. Standard off-the-shelf solutions for
autonomous reconfiguration require active components and high precision measuring
equipment, which often leads to a high price tag. To lower the price, we propose to
follow the concept of passive reconfigurable hardware components. The proposed passive elements do not contain any actuators or sensing equipment. Instead, since every
robot workcell contains a robot, the robot’s manipulation and sensing capabilities are
used to carry out reconfiguration and positional sensing. We evaluated this approach
by developing a number of passive hardware components and using them for assembly
processes. They are described in the following sections.

2.1.4.1

Passive linear rail

Linear rails provide the means to increase the robot’s workspace by moving the robot’s
base along the rail. These units are usually actuated so the movement of the robot’s
base can be done autonomously. This in turn raises their price significantly. To address
this we developed a passive linear unit, along which the robot can move its base using
its own actuators. A set of brakes ensure that the base is fixed in place when they are
engaged or movable along the rail when they are disengaged (see Fig. 2.5a). The robot
can reconfigure its base position by latching onto a fixed anchor point with its endeffector and then propelling itself along the linear rail (see Figs. 2.5b and 2.5c). During
this operation the brakes have to be disengaged and are re-engaged only when the base
of the robot reaches the desired position. In compliance with the reconfigurability
paradigm and the integrability characteristic of RMS, we utilized the male part of the
tool exchange system (described in 2.1.3) as the anchor point. The time it takes for
such reconfiguration depends on specifications of the robot used: robots with a lower
payload will take more time as accelerations have to be smaller to keep the joints
torques within the limits. Generally, it takes a couple of seconds (4-12) for the full
reconfiguration so it is mostly beneficial in cases where cycle times are not critical.

2.1 Reconfigurable hardware and workcell design
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(d) The arising torques during reconfiguration (solid blue lines) and the torque limits (dashed).

Figure 2.5: The developed passive linear rail allows for re-positioning of the robot’s
base to extend its workspace. The robot is mounted on a platform that slides along the
rails. The platform contains pneumatically activated brakes that maintain its position
on the rails when engaged. For autonomous re-positioning, the robot attaches itself to
the frame with the tool exchange system, the brakes get disengaged, and then the robot
propels its base to the desired new position (Fig. 2.5b and 2.5c). Fig. 2.5d shows that
the arising joint torques are within the limits for all joints.

2.1.4.2

Passive rotary table

Sometimes it is necessary for a robot arm to perform assembly and other operations
from different sides of the workpiece. In these cases, an actuated rotary table can be
used. But similarly to the actuated linear units, actuated rotary tables have a high price
tag. We designed a passive rotary table to address the issue when the robot’s workspace
does not allow the robot’s end-effector to reach the workpiece from all relevant sides.
The workpiece is placed on the table that can be rotated by a robot to move the workpiece to the desired orientation (an example assembly task is shown in Fig. 2.6b). The
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actuation and sensing is again accomplished by using the robot’s actuators and sensors.
A good positioning repeatability is achieved with pistons pushing plungers into the
holes of the table top to fix it (a cross-section is depicted in Fig. 2.6a). Consequently,
the table can be fixed only at a finite number of discrete orientations. The pistons are
retracted when the workpiece needs to be re-oriented. Thus pistons and plungers provide the same functionality as pneumatic brakes in case of linear rails. The proposed
solution is cheaper to manufacture than standard rotary tables with active actuation and
sensors but without the loss of the ability for autonomous reconfiguration.

Table top plate

Shaft

Bearing
Plunger
End cover

Pneumatic cylinder

Housing

(a) A cross-section of the passive rotary table.

(b) A sequence (left to right) showcasing the use of the passive rotary table to fasten screws on
three different sides of a circular workpiece.

Figure 2.6: The passive rotary table enables re-orientation of a workpiece so to ensure
that a robot can perform assembly operations from all sides of the workpiece. The
cross-section of the rotary table is depicted in Fig. 2.6a, whereas 2.6b shows a sequence
of orientations of the table so that the robot can fasten screws on 3 different sides of
the workpiece (the utilized screwdriver is described in Section 2.1.3.1).
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Pneumatic clamp
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Tool-exchange system
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Hydraulics distribution hub
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Figure 2.7: Flexible fixtures designed as Stewart platforms. The depicted hexapods are
equipped with different centering element designs.

2.1.4.3

Passive flexible fixtures – hexapods

Manufacturing processes, in which workpieces must be precisely and firmly fixed before the desired assembly operations are performed, are usually implemented using
specially designed fixtures. Our approach is to use an unactuated Stewart platform as
the base for fixture elements. The developed passive fixtures – here called hexapods –
are parallel mechanisms with six degrees of freedom (a computer render is shown in
Fig. 2.7). They are composed of two plates, top and bottom, connected by 6 extendable
legs. The base plate is typically affixed to the cell’s frame, while the top plate is where
the fixturing elements (centering pins, clamps, etc.) are installed. Thus the top plate
comes in contact with the workpiece. Additionally, the tool end of the tool-exchange
system is mounted on the top plate so that the robot can latch onto it when performing
reconfiguration. There are no actuators or displacement sensors in the extendable legs,
which makes the hexapods relatively inexpensive to produce.
The legs are connected to the hexapod top and base plate with passive universal
joints. These joints are designed as Cardan joints and have a special adjustable backlash mechanism [28]. Besides two passive universal joints on each side, the legs of
the hexapods also contain a prismatic joint in the middle (see Fig. 2.8). The prismatic
joint is composed of a piston and cylindrical wall and has a hydro-mechanical brake
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Figure 2.8: Cross-section of the hexapod’s leg.
integrated. On the base plate there is a hydraulic distribution hub, which ensures that
the brake in each leg is connected to the hydraulic system. When engaged, the brake
acts on the piston and blocks its motion. In combination with the unique design of the
Cardan joints, this makes the system stiff when the brakes are engaged. Stiffness and
repeatability analysis of the hexapod were performed that showed that the developed
Cardan joints ensure low backlash and high stiffness when the brakes are engaged [80].
When the brakes are disengaged, the piston can move within the cylinder and the hexapod becomes compliant. In this state, the robot can move the hexapod top plate to new
locations, i. e. reconfigure the hexapod.
Robot-driven reconfiguration of the hexapod, shown in Fig. 2.10, is carried out
with the following steps. First the robot latches itself to the top plate using the toolexchange system. The brakes of the hexapod’s legs are released once the robot holds
the top plate firmly, i. e. when the tool-changer is engaged. This makes the hexapod

Pneumatic air [6 bar]

Robot
controller

Digital signal
Solenoid valve

Pneumatichydraulic
intensifier

Hydraulic fluid [150 bar]
Figure 2.9: Schematics of the connection between the hexapod and the robot controller.
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compliant and the robot can start moving the top plate to a new desired location. When
the robot reaches the desired location, the hexapod brakes are engaged again so that
the hexapod becomes stiff. At this point the robot can release the top plate, i. e. disengage the tool-changer and move away from the hexapod. The hydraulic system of the
hexapod, which engages and disengages the brakes, is activated through a pneumatichydraulic pressure intensifier. The pneumatics are driven by a solenoid valve, which
can be connected directly to the digital outputs of the robot controller (see Fig. 2.9 for
schematics).
Hexapods allow for autonomous reconfiguration and therefore provide the means
to manufacture workpieces of different shapes within the same workcell. However,
there is an important aspect that needs to be addressed in order to ensure they can be
set up quickly and efficiently; determining the positions of the bases and top plates
with respect to the robot and the set of workpieces that will be fixed withing the hexapod system. Hexapods have a limited workspace within which the top plates can be
positioned. Thus, the positions of their bases must be carefully selected in order to
ensure that different workpieces can be accommodated in a hexapod fixturing system
and the reconfiguration can be performed autonomously by the robot. In this thesis, we
address this challenge and propose a method to autonomously determine these parameters while taking into account various constraints. The method is presented in Chapter
3.

2.2

Software architecture of an adaptive robotic workcell

Besides providing physical connections between the peripheral modules, as described
in Section 2.1, it is also important to ensure connectivity in the context of data flow.
Each peripheral module should be connected to the same network in order to broadcast
its data and receive information and instructions about what action to perform at any
given time. This is also in accordance with the diagnosability RMS characteristics.
In this section we present a ROS-based software architecture that – complementary to
modular hardware design – ensures software modularity. An overview of the developed
software system architecture is shown in Figure 2.11. Its components and how they
complement the reconfigurable hardware are described in more detail throughout this
section.
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Figure 2.10: Robot driven reconfiguration of the hexapods. The sequence is as follows
(from left to right): the robot first moves towards the top plate of the hexapod, to which
the male end of the tool-changer is attached. The tool exchange system is engaged
once the female end of the tool-changer, which is attached to the robot’s tip, comes
in contact with the male end. Next the hydraulic brakes of the hexapod are released,
which makes it possible to perform the next operation, i. e. moving the hexapod top
plate to a new pose. Upon reaching the new pose, the brakes are engaged again and the
hexapod becomes stiff. The robot can then disconnect from the top plate.

2.2.1

The workcell ROS backbone

Simply ensuring the data flow between various modules within the workcell is not
enough to adhere to the requirement of software modularity and proper integrability.
In addition, we need to ensure that the data is structured in such a way that all modules
within the system can parse it. For example, data containing the measurements of
the force-torque sensor mounted on the robot’s end-effector should be readable by all
software modules within the system without the need to code specific parsers on all the
receivers.
In this respect, the Robot Operating System (ROS) poses a suitable framework
for developing various software components that need to share data over the shared
network. The various tools and features that are available within ROS enabled us to
achieve the pursued software reconfigurability of the cell. In our case, software reconfigurability means that it is possible to expand the cell’s functionalities without
disrupting the existing software architecture. New software components can be developed without the need to reprogram any of the existing ROS nodes (the definition of
ROS nodes is provided below). This also eases the development and integration of
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Figure 2.11: Software architecture of the reconfigurable robot workcell with various
software and hardware modules. Every module within the cell is designed in such
a way that it connects directly to the ROS network. This ensures that every module within the workcell can provide and receive data using the same communication
format. To further expand this connectivity paradigm, all hardware components are
equipped with Ethernet interfaces that provide ROS connectivity to them. This includes the tool exchange system, a smart servo gripper, robotic screwdriver, etc.
new hardware components with their own ROS nodes, as described in Sec. 2.2.2. A
requirement for the ROS system to function properly is that roscore runs on one of
the computers in the network (denoted as ROS Master Computer in Fig. 2.11). Of the
many features and tools provided within ROS, we used the following ones to achieve
a high degree of software modularity in our system:
• nodes – programs that register on the ROS network with a unique name and are
able to access the data transferred across it, e. g. servo gripper ROS driver, robot
state publisher, flexible fixture ROS driver, etc.
• topics – a publish/subscribe table advertized by each ROS node that defines the
data that can be provided by the said node, e. g. robot joint states, screwdriver
torques, force-torque sensor data, etc.
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• messages – a predefined structure to encapsulate data to be transferred across
the ROS network for other nodes to read, e. g. robot joint states are written into
sensor_msgs/JointStates, which is a predefined standard ROS message structure
that can be sent across the ROS network.
• parameter server – used to store various static configuration parameters, e.g.
controller gains, camera exposure parameters, kinematic models, etc.
• services – a request/response based Remote Procedure Call (RPC) used to trigger
short-running tasks from within the ROS network that do not require preemption
or monitoring, e. g. visual quality control, pneumatic gripper actuation, tool
exchange system lock/unlock, gravity compensation mode toggle, etc.
• action servers – similarly to services, they provide a request/response RPC,
however they are used to trigger long-running preemptable tasks from within
the ROS network that provide feedback throughout their execution, e. g. robot
movement tasks, servo gripper grasping tasks, flexible fixture reconfiguration,
etc.
Using these features allowed us to develop a distributed software architecture for the
workcell. Apart from ensuring software reconfigurability, it also allows us to control
and monitor all the different modules in the workcell as well as the workcell as a whole.
The developed system is designed in such a way that each module connects directly to
the ROS network. This way we ensure that the data is structured and parsable by all of
the software components within the developed system. This is in compliance with the
diagnosability and integrability characteristics of RMS.
An important feature of the proposed ROS-based software architecture is that we
can program and exchange information between heterogeneous hardware modules
within a single software architecture. Once the developer integrates a new module
into ROS, the workcell programmer needs to know only which functionalities the new
module exposes to ROS. No special knowledge about hardware-specific software is
needed to start programming new workcell applications.

2.2.2

Workcell modules and ROS

Adding or removing modules and therefore reconfiguring the workcell should not require the designer to dedicate a lot of time and attention to the software connectivity.

2.2 Software architecture of an adaptive robotic workcell
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Our driving paradigm was that each module within the workcell should be able to
connect to the ROS network. Thus all modules should be equipped with sufficient
computational hardware to run ROS nodes, thereby exposing each module’s data and
functionalities to the workcell’s ROS network. This way the modules can be controlled
by the top-level task scheduling software as soon as they are connected to the workcell.
Some modules connected to the cell can require more than just network connectivity
in order to function properly, e. g. pneumatic air or electric power. In such cases, the
modules must be connected using the developed “Plug & Produce” connector, which is
mounted either on the workcell’s frame or on the robot’s end-effector (as described in
Section 2.1.2). These design characteristics coincide with the RMS design guidelines
that advise for software and hardware modularity.
To illustrate how a module connects to and is managed by the ROS network, we
describe the torque controlled screwdriver module in more detail. This module is
based on the Deprag Minimat-EC screwdriver connected to the Deprag AST-11 Sequence controller [81]. To trigger a screwing sequence, a digital signal has to be sent
to the Sequence controller’s digital interface. As the Sequence controller cannot be
programmed to host ROS nodes, it was necessary to connect it with something that
can. For this purpose, we selected a Linux-based single-board development computer
to host ROS nodes that provide a ROS interface to the Sequence controller of the
screwdriver. The digital outputs of the single-board computer are connected to the Sequence controller, thus enabling a bidirectional data exchange between the two. The
developed ROS nodes on the single-board computer thus provide a ROS interface to
the Sequence controller. A call to the ROS Action Server running on the single-board
computer sends the pre-defined digital signals to the Sequence controller, which consequently triggers one of the screwing sequences (fasten to torque, fasten to angle,
etc.). The module is connected to the workcell with the “P&P” connector as it requires
more than just Ethernet connection. This module is depicted in Fig. 2.11 as Torque
controlled screwdriver module.

2.2.3

Low-level real-time robot control

A robot manipulator should integrate into the cell without breaking the RMS principles. This means that it should be able to integrate with the rest of the hardware components seamlessly. Most of the industrial robots are equipped with a control box that,
apart from ensuring real-time control of the robot, also provides a task programming
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interface. However, these control boxes usually do not support running ROS nodes so
a special communication layer to connect the robot with the rest of the ROS network is
needed. We therefore developed an abstraction layer that supports switching between
different types of robots. This layer provides a number of trajectory and feedback
control strategies independently of the selected robot and enables the programming of
new strategies via a suitable control interface. This design decision is compliant with
our overall design concept, i. e. a robot is just another module within the workcell and
should therefore be easily replaceable. To support real-time control, the proposed abstraction layer was developed as a real-time server that on one side communicates with
the selected robot at the highest frequency allowed by the robot’s control box, and on
the other side with a ROS node (called robot ROS driver) responsible to communicate
with the ROS network.
The real-time server is based on Matlab Simulink Real-Time Target (denoted as
SLRT Server in Fig. 2.11) and accepts high-level commands, e. g. action sequences,
from the robot ROS driver and applies the implemented control strategies and commands to execute the required robot motion. The server reads the robot’s states as well
as the states of the hardware connected to the robot’s control box (e. g. 6D force-torque
sensor). This information is then made available to the robot ROS driver. The robot
ROS driver is a ROS node running on a microcomputer within the robot module and
connects to the ROS network via the Ethernet interface (see Robot 1 and 2 module in
Fig. 2.11).
The development of a custom real-time server that controls the robot motions independently of the robot’s controller has also allowed us to implement custom trajectory
generation strategies and advanced control algorithms that are usually not found in
controllers provided by robot manufacturers. In our system, we can divide the trajectory generations strategies in two groups, according to the type of movements they
provide: Point-to-Point Movements and Free-Form Movements.
The point-to-point trajectory generation strategies are invoked mostly when the desired robot motion is relatively simple, i. e. shortest path from one (in joint or Cartesian
space) configuration to another. We implemented the trapezoidal velocity profile trajectories to generate joint space motions, while the Cartesian space motions are generated using the minimum jerk velocity profile along a straight line for position and
SLERP [82] for orientation. In order to generate a trajectory for the robot to follow,
these algorithms must be provided with the information about the robot’s start and
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end configuration. The start configuration is usually the robot’s current state, while
the desired final configuration can be obtained using kinesthetic teaching (see Section
2.3.1). The mathematical formulation of both algorithms is provided in Sections A.2.1
& A.2.2.
The free-form trajectory generation strategies are used when the desired robot
movement is more complex, e. g. when performing a large motion from one end of
the workcell to another while avoiding collisions with the workcell’s frame and other
objects located in the workcell. Generation of these movements in joint space is done
by using the Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) [50] framework (see Sec. 3.3 for
the mathematical formulation), while Cartesian space movements were implemented
using an extended version of the DMP that accounts for orientation represented as
quaternions [59, 83]. This trajectory generation algorithms can generate trajectories of
any desired shape. The parameters can be computed by sampling a trajectory demonstrated by a human operator using kinesthetic teaching (see Section 2.3.1). Sometimes
it is beneficial to demonstrate multiple variations of the same skill, e. g. a pick and
place operation that passes through predetermined via points to avoid collisions. In
order to avoid manually demonstrating all the variations of the placing location, it is
possible to generalize a trajectory from the previous demonstrations. In this thesis we
extend the DMP representation where spatial and temporal components are separated
in order to improve the results of trajectory generalization. This is described in more
detail in Chapter 3.

2.3

Technologies for fast programming of assembly operations

In order for the robot workcell to successfully carry out an assembly operation, it is
necessary to compile a top-level program that schedules each of the tasks performed
by the cell according to the product assembly specification. This step does not only
take up a significant portion of the setup time but usually also demands proficiency
and know-how in programming and robotics. Accelerating this process is therefore
essential for enabling fast setup and short reconfiguration times. On the other hand,
increasing the ease of use and intuitiveness of the programming process is also required in order to allow shop-floor workers to partake in the setup process. In this
section we present technologies that we developed and implemented in order to address these challenges. More specifically, we addressed the problem of programming
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robot movements and skills when interfacing with the reconfigurable hardware as well
as high-level task programming.

2.3.1

Acquisition of robot assembly skills by human demonstration

Defining robot motions that carry out a complete assembly process can be difficult and
time consuming for non-expert users. Programming by Demonstration (PbD) provides
a methodology to define these motions in a natural way rather than by coding complex
programs in a robot programming language. In the proposed cell, PbD is based on
kinesthetic guidance, which enables the user to move the robot through its workspace
by physically guiding it along the desired path. This type of guidance can be implemented using two different approaches, based on the capabilities of the available robot.
The first approach is based on using the robot’s dynamic model to compute the joint
torques that nullify the effect of gravity. This approach, often referred to as gravity
compensation, does not necessarily require additional sensory equipment. However, it
is heavily dependent on the quality of the dynamic model, namely the compensation of
friction in the joints. If the friction is not well compensated, it requires significant effort from the human demonstrator to position the robot accurately to a desired position.
This can be improved by using robots with built-in torque sensors in each joint. These
type of robots can achieve a much better compensation of friction and can therefore be
moved with significantly less effort.
The other approach to kinesthetic guidance is based on admittance control. This
approach relies on a 6D force-torque sensor mounted on the robot’s end-effector. This
enables us to implement a control strategy, where the robot moves according to the
forces and torques measured at the robot’s end-effector. In practice, this means that
the human demonstrator will be able to guide the robot only by holding it at its endeffector, where the forces are measured. The advantage of this approach is that it can
also be used on robots where gravity compensation is not implemented.
In our work we implemented both approaches as we strove towards achieving a
robot-independent architecture. By doing so, we were able to guarantee that kinesthetic
guidance can be used to acquire robot skills no matter what robot model is used. To
further improve on the intuitiveness and speed of kinesthetic guidance, we equipped
the robot with a button interface. For this purpose, the cover of one of the robot’s joints
was replaced by a custom-made, 3D printed cover that houses several programmable
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buttons and switches (shown in Fig. 2.12). This way we gain the possibility to program
the buttons and switches for various purposes that facilitate the guidance process. In
our setup, we programmed the buttons and switches as follows:

• Switch 1 – Gravity compensation mode toggle.
• Switch 2 – Lock/Unlock toggle for the tool exchange system.
• Button A (blue) – Mark the current robot configuration for saving.
• Button B (green) – Open/Close toggle for the air flow to the tool exchange system.

Switch 1

Button A

Button B

Switch 2

Figure 2.12: Custom-made, 3D printed button interface. The replacement cover houses
two buttons and two switches. The latter have a LED showing their status (in the
picture switch 1 is turned on). These buttons and switches are programmable and their
functions can differ depending on the skill acquisition process.
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Kinesthetic teaching

Autonomous operation

Skills database
Store the skill as
a named entry

Retrieve the skill by
querying it by name

Figure 2.13: The robot operator kinesthetically guides the robot through a desired motion that is then encoded in a DMP and stored into the database as a named entry.
During autonomous operation, the skill is retrieved from the database by querying the
name under which it was saved. To reconfigure a trajectory, it is not necessary to
change the top-level scheduling program but it is enough to overwrite the corresponding named entry and thus reducing reconfiguration times.
2.3.2

Robot assembly skill database

Before programming a sequence of robot actions that leads to the complete assembly,
the robot operator should equip the robot with the necessary assembly skills. To make
these skills available to all components of the workcell, the mongodb_store ROS package has been integrated into the workcell’s control system. This way we enabled all
ROS nodes in the network to access a MongoDB database. In our setup, the MongoDB database runs on the ROS master computer. As described in Section 2.3.1, skills
are acquired by means of human demonstration. Thus acquiring a new skill means
demonstrating the desired robot motion and saving it as a named new entry into the
MongoDB database. For point-to-point movements, fixed robot configurations are
saved, whereas complex trajectories are saved as parameters of dynamic movement
primitives (DMPs). It then becomes possible to define a high-level assembly sequence
that reads these named entries (robot configurations or DMPs) from the database and
moves the robot accordingly. The high-level assembly sequence can be programmed
by using one of the tools available in ROS, namely FlexBe [84] or SMACHA [85].
The poses and trajectories are saved in the database as ROS messages corresponding
to each type of movement. Having these skills saved as named entries enables quick
reconfiguration in terms of changing skills. It is sufficient to overwrite the entry in the
database with a modified skill to update the assembly sequence without changing the
high-level assembly sequence program. The process of storing skills acquired from
kinesthetic teaching is illustrated in Figure 2.13.

2.4 Summary of novel workcell design paradigms
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Summary of novel workcell design paradigms

The RMS concept provides guidelines on what characteristics should a manufacturing
system have in order to be able to cope with sudden changes in product specifications
and consequently production processes. With this in mind, we developed a reconfigurable robot cell that has the RMS characteristics. We achieved this by developing
various hardware and software solutions. On the hardware side, this consists of: a) a
reconfigurable frame, b) a “Plug & Produce” connectivity to quickly add or exchange
peripheral modules, c) reconfigurable robot tools, and d) passive reconfigurable hardware components, which are built without internal actuators or sensors but can be
reconfigured by a robot without human intervention.
On the software side, the distinguishing properties of the developed cell can be
summarized as follows: a) a modular, ROS-based software architecture, b) a robotindependent, low-level control server, c) implementation of various kinesthetic guidance methods to shorten and ease the programming of robot motions, and d) a robot
skill database where skills can be stored to and read from.
The development of the prototype workcell was a team effort. Several researchers
worked on this prototype, all contributing with their ideas and expertise. The author of
this thesis had a leading role in shaping and developing the software architecture and
solutions, which provide the backbone to control the workcell. The author also used his
in-depth knowledge about the modular software architecture to guide and contribute to
the development of hardware solutions. By providing guidelines, ideas, and oversight,
he was able to ensure a high level of synergy between the hardware and software.
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Chapter 3

Methods for a fast set up and reconfiguration
of adaptive robotic workcells
In the previous chapter we presented the hardware and software design paradigms for
adaptive robot workcells that allow us to achieve short setup and reconfiguration times.
In this chapter we present new methods for automating the setup of fixturing systems,
autonomous workcell reconfiguration, and robot skill learning from multiple demonstrations. The mathematical formulation of these methods as well as their practical
implementation are explained.
We begin the chapter by explaining the problem of determining the hexapod layout
and the associated optimization problem. We describe the hexapod’s kinematic model
and the kinematic chains that describe the hexapod-workpiece relations. We then formulate the nonlinear optimization problem that computes the optimal fixture layout
to hold a number of different workpieces and define the constraints that need to be
fulfilled by the fixtures and workpieces.
In Section 3.2 we present how the reconfiguration of the cell is carried out in practice. We explain the differences between manual and autonomous reconfiguration and
describe which is required when. We also describe why the robot motions that lead to
a successful hexapod reconfiguration must be carefully computed and how we use the
simulation to optimize the cell layout.
Robot skill learning from multiple demonstration, based on arc-length dynamic
movement primitives (AL-DMP), is described in detail in Section 3.3. First, we explain
how time and space can be separated in dynamic movement primitives, which leads
to the concept of AL-DMP. Next, we show how an AL-DMP can be estimated from
35
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a demonstrated trajectory. Trajectory reproduction and robot control from AL-DMP
parameters is presented in Section 3.3.3. The section is concluded with an explanation
on how parametrizing trajectories as AL-DMP improves on the statistical learning of
robot skills from multiple demonstrations as well as the beneficial effects it has on
action classification.
Finally, the required steps that lead to a successful implementation of a manufacturing task in the proposed cell are explained in Section 3.4. We conclude the chapter
by summarizing the achieved scientific contributions.

3.1

Optimal layout and reconfiguration of a hexapod fixturing system

To establish a fixturing system for a given set of workpieces, the hexapod bases need
to be mounted at carefully selected locations. The hexapod top plates can then be
moved by a robot to appropriate poses so that the workpiece can be firmly placed onto
the established fixturing system. In the following we speak about the fixturing system
layout when the task is to determine the locations where the hexapods’ base plates are

Figure 3.1: The fixturing system made of hexapods holding two different automotive
light housings. The placement of the hexapods’ bases must be carefully determined
in order to achieve autonomous reconfiguration during assembly without the need to
manually re-mount the bases of the hexapods.
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attached to the cell frame and workpieces are placed onto the fixturing system. On
the other hand, we speak about hexapod reconfiguration when the hexapod’s passive
degrees of freedom are exploited to move the its top plate to a new desired pose. While
the reconfiguration of hexapods can be performed without human intervention, their
mounting within the cell cannot. It is therefore important that the mounting locations
of fixtures are determined in such a way that it is possible to reconfigure the hexapods
into postures that allow the placement of multiple workpieces (e. g. Fig. 3.1). The
determination of hexapod layout is tedious, time consuming, and often difficult or even
impossible to achieve manually. The task becomes increasingly challenging as the
number of hexapods and workpieces gets larger. Figure 3.1 shows an example where
two workpieces can be held by the fixturing system without re-mounting the bases of
the three hexapods holding both workpieces. Only the top plates of the hexapods need
to be moved (reconfigured) when replacing one workpiece with another.

𝑡

𝒗𝑡,𝑘

𝜙𝑡,𝑘
𝐓

𝜙𝑏,𝑘

𝑑𝑘
𝑜

𝐁

𝑏

𝒗𝑏,𝑘

Figure 3.2: Kinematic model of the flexible fixture.
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Kinematic model of the Stewart platform

The hexapod’s workspace is limited. To ensure that different workpieces can be placed
onto a fixturing system consisting of several hexapods, the mounting location of each
hexapod needs to be carefully selected. We use the hexapod’s inverse kinematics to
determine if any given pose of the top plate is within its workspace. Even though
the kinematic model of a Stewart platform mechanism is well known [86], we briefly
describe it in this section to facilitate the development of the optimization algorithm.
Let’s denote the pose of the hexapod base described in the world coordinate system
o by B ∈ R4×4 and the pose of the hexapod top plate relative to the base plate coordinate system b by T ∈ R4×4 (see Fig. 3.2). We further denote the mounting point of
the k-th leg on the hexapod base by vb,k ∈ R3 (in the hexapod base coordinate frame
b) and the mounting points of the leg on the top plate by vt,k ∈ R3 (in the top plate
coordinate frame t). The vector from vb,k to vt,k can be computed as
" #
"
#
" #
lb,k
vb,k
vt,k
=−
+T
.
(3.1)
0
1
1
lb,k ∈ R3 is the position of the k-th leg in the hexapod base coordinate system. We
can convert this vector from Cartesian to spherical coordinates (see A.1.1 for the equations):
Cartesian to spherical
lb,k −−−−−−−−−−→ [dk , ρk , ψk ]
(3.2)
Conveniently, the coordinate dk represents the length of the k-th leg. In actuated parallel mechanisms, this is usually the driven internal coordinate. However, to compute
whether a given top plate pose is within the reachable workspace of the hexapod, we
also need to calculate the angle between the leg and the z axis of both the hexapod
base and top plate coordinate system. This is because a given pair of base and top plate
poses is feasible only if these two angles remain within the specified limits.
The angle between the k-th leg and the z axis of the hexapod base can be calculated
as follows:
π
(3.3)
φb,k = − ρk
2
To calculate the angle φt,k between the z-axis of the top plate coordinate system t and
the k-th leg, we use the dot product between the normalized vector of the k-th leg and
the third column of rotation matrix R, where
"
#
R t
T=
.
(3.4)
0 1
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We obtain:


φt,k = arccos


1 T
l R3 .
dk b,k
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(3.5)

This way we can compute the internal coordinates for all legs of the parallel mechanism {dk , φb,k , φt,k }6k=1 as a function of the top plate pose T, given in the base coordinate system
h
iT
= f IK
(3.6)
dk φt,k φb,k
k (T), k = 1, . . . , 6,
where each f IK
k takes into account the end-positions vb,k and vt,k of the k-th leg in the
local coordinate systems. To ensure that the pose of the top plate is in the hexapods’s
workspace, each of these coordinates must be within a specified range
dk,min ≤ dk ≤ dk,max , φt,k,min ≤ φt,k ≤ φt,k,max , φb,k,min ≤ φb,k ≤ φb,k,max . (3.7)
These limits should be taken into account when computing the optimal placement of
hexapods and workpieces.

3.1.2

Transformation between poses of hexapods and workpieces

To compute the placements and configurations of hexapods so that all workpieces can
be mounted onto the resulting fixturing system, we need to relate the hexapod and
workpiece poses. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3.3. We denote the homogeneous transformation matrices – expressed in the world coordinate system – of
the j-th workpiece and the i-th hexapod base plate as Wj ∈ R4×4 and Bi ∈ R4×4 ,
respectively. Let M be the number of workpieces that need to be placed onto the
fixturing system and N the number of hexapods forming the fixturing system. Each
workpiece should be attached to the top plate of each hexapod in the fixturing system
at a predefined anchor point. We denote the transformation between the j-th workpiece coordinate frame and the anchor point to be attached to the i-th hexapod as
Ai,j , i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , M . The indices of the hexapods and anchor points
coincide because the number of hexapods is the same as the number of anchor points
on the workpiece. Furthermore, we denote the transformation from the i-th hexapod’s
base to its top plate by Ti,j and the pose of the centering element on the top plate,
where the workpieces are mounted on the hexapod, by Ci .
To close the kinematic chain in Fig. 3.3, we also introduce a rotational degree of
freedom at the anchor points. This way we can account for conical centering elements
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Figure 3.3: The kinematic chain between the j-th workpiece and the i-th hexapod.
and circular anchor points, where orientation is not fully constrained. We obtain


"
#
cos(ϑi,j ) − sin(ϑi,j ) 0
R(ϑi,j ) 0


(3.8)
Di,j (ϑi,j ) =
, R(ϑi,j ) =  sin(ϑi,j ) cos(ϑi,j ) 0  .
0
1
0
0
1
These degrees of freedom only exist for conical centering elements. For non-conical
centering elements we can set Di,j = I, ϑi,j = 0.
We can now relate the poses of the i-th hexapod base and top plate to the pose of
the j-th workpiece. We obtain the following relationship (see Fig. 3.3)
−1 −1
Ti,j = B−1
i Wj Ai,j Di,j (ϑi,j ) Ci .

(3.9)

Here Ai,j and Ci are constant transformations usually obtained from the CAD models
of hexapods and workpieces.
3.1.3

Optimization of a fixturing system layout

A fixturing system is usually constructed from two or more hexapods. Eq. (3.9) shows
that the layout of such a fixturing system (the location and configuration of hexapods)
is fully specified by determining the poses of the hexapod base plates Bi ∈ R4×4 ,
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the poses of workpieces Wj ∈ R4×4 to be placed onto the fixturing system, and the
rotational angles ϑi,j at anchor points. The angles are necessary only in case of conical
centering elements, whereas they are not needed with centering elements that fully
specify the orientation of the workpiece with respect to the hexapod, e.g. rectangular
centering elements. From these data, the poses of hexapod top plates Ti,j ∈ R4×4 can
be computed using Eq. (3.9). In this section we consider how to compute the optimal
layout when the fixturing system is built from N hexapods and there are M workpieces
that should be firmly placed onto the hexapods. This should be accomplished by only
moving the top plates of the hexapods and without moving their base plates.
For this purpose we derived an optimization problem to compute Bi , Wj , and ϑi,j .
We start by expressing orientations with a minimal number of mutually independent
parameters. One such representation are Euler angles, which represent orientation as a
combination of three elemental rotations around orthogonal axis. We denote the Euler
angles as α, β, γ. In terms of Euler angles, the transformation matrices Bi and Wj can
be represented by
iT
h
b
b
b
b
b
b
,
(3.10)
pbi =
xi yi z i α i β i γ i
iT
h
w
w
w
w
w
w
.
(3.11)
pw
=
x j yj z j α j β j γ j
j
Let f Eul be the function mapping the poses expressed in terms of Euler angles into
homogeneous matrices (see A.1.2). Using Eq. (3.9), we can express the pose of the
top plate Ti,j in terms of pbi , pw
j , and ϑi,j
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= f Eul (pbi )−1f Eul (pw
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b
w
(3.12)
= f i,j pi , pj , ϑi,j .

To formulate an optimization problem to compute the hexapod layout, we need to
specify a suitable criterion function. One possible choice is to prefer workpiece poses
that are close to the poses specified by the production cell designer. We denote these
poses, expressed in world coordinate system, as
"
#
w
Rw
t
0,j
0,j
W0,j =
.
(3.13)
0
1
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Another possible criterion is to prefer the hexapod configurations that are close to the
neutral posture of the hexapod, which we define as
"
#
h
iT
I tt0
T0 =
, tt0 = 0 0 z0
.
(3.14)
0 1
T0 can also be viewed as the pose of the hexapod top plate expressed in the coordinate
system of the bottom plate. The constant z0 can be determined from the kinematic
model of the hexapod. When the top plate is at this pose, the load bearing properties
of the hexapod are good and its legs are well separated from each other. Consequently,
the possibility of collisions between the legs when the top plate is moved by a robot is
reduced when starting from this pose.
Based on Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and (A.4), we define the following criterion
function to rank better the hexapod layouts where the workpieces are close to their
desired poses and the hexapods are close to the neutral posture
!
M
X


w 2
w
w T
c(pbi , pw
kt(pw
k2 +
j , ϑi,j ) = λo
j ) − t0,j k + λr k log R pj R0,j
j=1
M X
N
X

t 2
b
w
kti,j (pbi , pw
j , ϑi,j ) − t0 k + λr k log Ri,j pi , pj , ϑi,j



k2 ,

(3.15)

j=1 i=1

where λr , λo > 0 are the scaling factors governing the trade-off between position and
orientation accuracy, and the precision of workpiece pose and relative top plate pose,
respectively. The rotation matrix logarithm is used to estimate the distance between
two orientations (see A.1.4).
Not every combination of hexapod base plate locations and workpiece poses results
in a valid solution for a fixturing system. Only those combinations for which the
corresponding poses of the top plates computed by Eq. (3.9) are within the workspaces
of all hexapods forming the fixturing system are valid. As explained in Section 3.1.1,
any valid solution fulfils nonlinear constraints (3.7). Using Eq. (3.9) and (3.12), we
can rewrite Eq. (3.6) as follows



dk



rel
b
w
IK
(3.16)
 φt,k  = f k f i,j (pi , pj , ϑi,j ) .
φb,k
Furthermore, we need to limit the orientations Ri,j (pbi , pw
j , ϑi,j ) of the hexapods’ top
plates to prevent collisions between the legs of hexapods, which occur when top plates
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rotate too much. We denote the maximum allowed rotation of hexapod top plates by
ξmax > 0. Thus we can formulate the following optimization problem

arg min c
pbi , pw
j , ϑi,j

pbi , pw
j , ϑi,j



 




d


d

k,max
k,min






b
w
 
f rel
≤  φt,k,max 
 φt,k,min  ≤ f IK
i,j (pi , pj , ϑi,j )
k
subject to
φb,k,min
φb,k,max





 k log(R (pb , pw , ϑ ))k ≤ ξ
i,j
max
i,j
j
i

(3.17)

k = 1, . . . , 6, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , M.
The above optimization problem has altogether 6(M +N )+M N variables and 37M N
nonlinear inequality constraints that need to be fulfilled. We applied a general-purpose
interior point optimization algorithm [87] to solve (3.17) in practical applications.

3.1.4

Additional constraints to influence the fixturing system layout

In this section we provide some additional constraints that may be added to the optimization problem (3.17) to compute a better solution.

3.1.4.1

Preventing overlap between the base plates of the hexapods

We can define additional constraints to ensure that the base plates of the hexapods
do not overlap. This constraints helps ensuring that the resulting layout can also be
physically realized within the cell. Which would not be the case if the base plates of
the hexapods were to occupy the same space. Let ah be the radius of the hexapods’
base plates. The base plates of two hexapods do not overlap if the following constraint
is fulfilled
q
b
b
(3.18)
d(pi , pl ) = (xbi − xbl )2 + (yib − ylb )2 ≥ ah ,
where i = 1, . . . , N, l = i+1, . . . , N . This should hold true for every pair of hexapods.

Thus we must add N2 constraints of the form (3.18) to the optimization problem (3.17)
to prevent the bases of the hexapods from overlapping.
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Defining the area where workpieces and hexapods are placed

By specifying the lower and upper bounds for optimization variables pbi , pw
j , and ϑi,j ,
we can limit the area in the workspace where the hexapods and workpieces may be
placed. We define both the lower and upper bounds for the optimization problem
(3.17)
pbi,min ≤ pbi ≤ pbi,max ,

(3.19)

w
w
pw
j,min ≤ pj ≤ pj,max ,

(3.20)

ϑi,j,min ≤ ϑi,j ≤ ϑi,j,max .

(3.21)

The lower and upper bounds are usually defined based on information about the location where the desired production task needs to be performed. This depends on the
placement of the robot in the workspace, but can also be influenced by other production
process specifications.
Note that by setting the lower and upper bounds to the same value, we can lock any
degree of freedom in the optimization process.
3.1.4.3

Collision avoidance

The above constraints are insufficient to prevent collisions between workpieces and
hexapods. In order to calculate collisions between workpieces and hexapods, the CAD
models of both must be available. In CAD models, objects are usually composed of
a set of planar polygons and the distance between two objects is computed by determining the minimum distance between polygons belonging to two different objects
[88, 89]. For each hexapod-workpiece pair, we denote the distance between the two as
Γ(Hi , Wj ), where Hi and Wj denote the i-th hexapod and the j-th workpiece, respectively. Thus to ensure that there are no collisions between hexapods and workpieces,
we can add the following constraints to the optimization problem (3.17)
w
Γ(Hi (pbi , pw
j , ϑi,j ), Wj (pj )) ≥ ∆,

(3.22)

where i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , M, and ∆ > 0 is the minimum allowed distance
between the hexapods and workpieces. As there are M N hexapod-workpiece pairs,
we obtain M N additional constraints this way.
The addition of constraints (3.22) significantly increases the computational time
of optimization problem (3.17) because the calculation of the distance between two
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free-form objects is computationally expensive. Care must therefore be taken when
deciding whether or not to add these constraints.

3.2

Reconfiguration of robotic workcell periphery

There are several aspects of reconfiguration in the proposed workcell. We begin by
discussing reconfiguration to a completely new production tasks, which usually requires some manual steps, e. g. restructuring the workcell frame, adding and removing
some peripheral hardware components from the workcell, etc. Once a new component
has been introduced (trolleys, tools, etc.), the workcell must be calibrated, i. e. the
pose of the newly introduced component with respect to the robot’s base coordinate
system needs to be acquired. For this purpose, one end of the tool exchange system
is attached to the new component and the other end to the robot’s end-effector. The
robot is kinesthetically guided to the new hardware component and attached to the tool
exchange system part. The tool exchange system is engaged to force the robot into
the final desired pose (by connecting the two parts of the tool changer). After that, the
pose of the robot’s end-effector is computed from the robot joint angles and because
the end-effector is attached to the new hardware component we can also compute the
pose of this component.
As described in Section 2.1.4, passive reconfigurable components have no actuators or sensors installed in them, therefore they cannot move on their own. However,
these parts can be automatically reconfigured by a robot as they contain passive degrees
of freedom. We use a tool exchange system, kinesthetic guidance, and point-to-point
movements to program reconfiguration movements. In all cases (passive linear rail,
fixtures, rotary table), we gather the data by attaching one part of the tool exchange
system to the robot’s end-effector. In the case of a linear rail, the other part is attached
to the fixed holding location in the workcell (see Fig. 2.5). The robot is first kinesthetically guided towards the holding locations and attached to the tool changer. This
initial robot pose is recorded. The linear rail brakes are then released and the robot
base is kinesthetically guided towards the desired pose. Once the desired pose has
been reached, the brakes are engaged and the final robot pose is stored. Out of this
data, the automatic reconfiguration program can be generated and it goes as follows:
1) move the end-effector towards the initial holding location using a simple point-topoint-movement, followed by a linear approach movement with a fixed orientation,
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2) connect the two parts of the tool changer, 3) release the brakes of the linear rails,
4) move the base along the linear path from the initial to the final pose, 5) engage
the brakes, 6) release the connection between the two parts of the tool changer, 7)
withdraw the robot’s end-effector away from the tool changer part. This programming
process is fully supported by the button interface shown in Fig. 2.12. The procedure is
similar for the rotary table and passive fixtures (hexapods).

3.2.1

Hexapod reconfiguration trajectory

Once the optimization problem defined with Eq. (3.17) has been solved, we know
where to place the hexapods’ top plates for each workpiece. The task of moving the
top plate of a passive hexapod is performed by a robot. Both the linear guide and the
rotary table have only one degree of freedom along which they can be moved so their
reconfiguration trajectories are easier to compute. That is not the case with hexapods’
top platforms, which have six degrees of freedom. At first glance, it might be tempting
to simply compute a point-to-point straight line trajectory from the current pose of the
top plate to the desired new pose. However, such a trajectory might not be possible to
follow without violating the kinematic limitations of the hexapod mechanism defined
in Eq. (3.7). Here we explain how to compute the trajectories for the robot to follow
in order to reconfigure a hexapod whilst staying within the kinematic limitations of the
hexapod mechanism.
To achieve this, we propose a trajectory that guides the top plate from the initial pose Ti to the new desired pose Tf by first going through a via point defined at
the hexapod’s neutral pose T0 . For this purpose, we use the Cartesian space straight
line point-to-point trajectory and SLERP for orientation, both following the schedule
defined by a minimum jerk polynomial (see A.2.2 for definition). Let f Quat be the
function that maps the poses expressed as homogeneous matrices into poses expressed
in terms of quaternions (see A.1.2). We define the hexapod reconfiguration trajectory
as:
preconfig (t, T, f quat (Ti ), f quat (Tf )) =
(
=

pminJrk (t, T2 , f quat (Ti ), f quat (T0 ))
0 ≤ t < T2
pminJrk (t − T2 , T2 , f quat (T0 ), f quat (Tf )) T2 ≤ t ≤ T

,

(3.23)
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where T is the desired travel time from the initial to the desired pose. An example of a
reconfiguration trajectory that leads the top platform from one configuration to another
through a via point is shown in Figure 3.4.

(a) Straight line trajectory to move
the top plate to the new pose.

(b) Lengths of hexapod legs when moving its top plate
to the new pose.

(c) The trajectory to move the top
plate to the new pose through a via
point.

(d) Lengths of hexapod legs when moving its top plate
to the new pose through a via point.

Figure 3.4: If the hexapod top plate is moved to a new configuration following a
straight line (dashed line in Fig. 3.4a) in Cartesian space, this can result in the violation of the kinematic limits (dark blue line in Fig. 3.4b). We therefore compute
a trajectory that guides the top plate from the current pose to the new desired pose
through a via point (dashed line in Fig. 3.4c). During this motion, the legs’ length are
well within the kinematic limitations (Fig. 3.4d).
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Layout optimization to improve task execution

The manual determination of a workcell layout, which includes locations of all physical components of the cell, is hard to achieve and takes a considerable amount of
time. Same goes for the determination and evaluation of the required robot motions
that lead to an efficient and successful manufacturing process. In the previous sections,
we described how to automate the complex task of determining the layout of hexapod
base and top plates according to the set of given workpieces. We also showed how to
compute reconfiguration trajectories that avoid kinematic limitations. In this section,
however, we look at how to make use of a robot simulation system to compute the optimal layout for the desired task. We based our work on the simulation system presented
in [90, 91] and integrated it into our system. The simulation system, called VEROSIM,
supports the modeling of the cell from a hardware and software point of view. It connects to the ROS software infrastructure and can therefore communicate with all the
software components of the cell, including the ROS nodes running on the peripheral
equipment. This allows the user to program, simulate and run the assembly sequence
with the relevant robot motions in simulation [92]. It also provides a graphical user
interface showing the 3D representation of the cell. The workcell designers can use
the GUI to determine the layout of the cell’s hardware components for the given production task. This includes the placement of the robot(s), end-effector tools, periphery
elements and the arrangement of the passive reconfigurable modules, etc. This is especially useful for industrial users because it is not necessary to stop production when
constructing a cell (in simulation) for the next production task.
After the initial layout of the cell has been determined (within the simulation) in
such a way that the robot(s) can perform the desired tasks, the workcell designer can
proceed to search for the placements of various hardware elements to achieve a more
optimal task execution. We specified two different metrics to evaluate each of the
generated layouts: cycle time and total sum of torques. The latter is defined as follows:
E =

T
X

||ττ (tk )||,

(3.24)

k=1

τ (tk ) = M(θθ )θ̈θ (tk ) + Q(θθ , θ̇θ )θ̇θ (tk ) + ffric (θ̇θ ) + g(θθ ) + J(θθ )T fext ,

(3.25)

where T denotes the number of samples gathered during the task execution, τ (tk ) are
the applied joint torques, θ (tk ) are the joint angles at times tk , fext are the external
forces acting on the robot at the end-effector, J(θθ ) is the Jacobian matrix of the robot,
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while M(θθ ), Q(θθ , θ̇θ ), ffric (θ̇θ ), and g(θθ ) represent the inertia, Coriolis, friction and gravity models of the robot, respectively [48]. This metric is useful in a simulation system,
where the dynamic model of the robot is known. Other possible metrics are presented
and discussed in the work of Meike et al. [93].
Because the simulation is connected to the ROS network and can access all the
data from the various components of the cell, new metrics could be added if the need
arises. After the metrics are selected, the designer can proceed with the optimization
through an exhaustive search approach. During this process, the chosen hardware
components (e. g. robot base, tool rack, hexapod system, etc.) are moved to new

(a) Cycle time length depending on different positions of the robot base.

(b) Normalized total sum of torques
when manipulating an object at different positions.

Figure 3.5: The simulation system can be used to support the design of optimal workcell layout. Within simulation we can evaluate how different placements of hardware
components affect the relevant performance indicators. Fig. 3.5a shows how different
positions of the robot’s base affect the cycle time of the assembly (darker shades –
lower, lighter shades – higher). In Fig. 3.5b we can see the effects of workpiece location on the total sum of torques when the robot picks up the workpiece from different
locations. A total of 14 different locations on a plane were considered (marked with
red circles).
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locations – in the vicinity of the initial ones – and the robot tasks are simulated. The
assembly is simulated for every new location of the chosen components. After all the
simulations have been ran for all the desired locations and the relevant metric values
stored, the cell designer can evaluate the results. The acquired metrics of the simulated
task are presented both numerically and graphically in the simulation’s GUI. Example
graphical displays of the optimization results are shown in Figure 3.5.
By studying the effect the placement of the robot’s base has on the cycle time (Fig.
3.5a), the cell designer can observe that the initial placement was not optimal and can
move the robot’s base to a more optimal location. Similarly, the graph in Fig. 3.5b
makes clear that the total sum of torques is lower when the workpiece is placed closer
to the robot’s base. While this is an expected result, the workcell designer can extract
additional information from these measurements. For example, she/he can observe that
the total sum of torques rises faster along the y axis of the workpiece position. In case
that for whatever reason the closest position is not viable to place the workpiece, it is
better to move it along the x axis than the y axis.

3.3

Skill learning from multiple demonstrations

When using kinesthetic guidance to teach robot skills, it is often sufficient to demonstrate a single trajectory for a specific skill. In typical industrial scenarios, the robot
performs the same movements throughout the production process lifetime. This, however, is not to be expected in a reconfigurable robot cell, which is built specifically
so that it can cope with changes in production process specifications. It is therefore
often advantageous to show multiple variations of a single skill during the set up of the
workcell and apply statistical learning methods to generate a suitable trajectory for the
current condition of the cell. The effectiveness of statistical learning depends on the
quality of training data. Among the aspects that influence the quality of training data
is the speed variablity of the demonstrated trajectories. In the context of kinesthetic
teaching, the human demonstrator should maintain similar speed profiles across the
demonstrated trajectories, which is not easy to achieve. In this section, we present a
method for statistical learning that is not affected by speed variability in the training
data. The method is based on arc-length dynamic movement primitive representation,
which enables us to separately encode the spatial and temporal components of mo-
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tion. This in turn improves the statistical learning of robot skills. Additionally, it is
beneficial for skill recognition.

3.3.1

The arc-length dynamic movement primitives representation

The dynamic movement primitive (DMP) representation is defined as a second-order
system of nonlinear differential equations and has been shown to possess many advantageous properties for robot trajectory generation and control [50]. This is because
DMPs can be learned, modulated, and are robust against perturbations. While DMPs
can also be used to compare movements between each other, this can be quite problematic because their core notation is based on time derivatives (see Appendix A.2.3).
Since time derivatives are dependent both on speed and shape of movement, they cannot separate spatial and temporal aspects of motion. Thus, even if the motion changes
only in speed, it is not possible to determine that the spatial course of movement remained the same if DMPs are used to represent the movements.
For this purpose we borrowed an idea from differential geometry of curves [94]
and the work performed by Vuga et al. [72, 95], where the parametrization with arclength, i e. the spatial length of a curve, has turned out to be useful. The arc-length of
a time-parametrized trajectory y(t) is defined as [94]
t

Z

kẏ(u)kdu.

s(t) =

(3.26)

0

Thus the spatial length L of the complete trajectory y(t) on time interval [0, T ] can be
calculated as follows
Z
T

kẏ(t)kdt,

L=

(3.27)

0

where T is the duration. Related to arc-length is the speed of movement, which is
given as the time derivative of s
ṡ(t) = kẏ(t)k.

(3.28)

Trajectories with speed greater than zero, i. e. ṡ > 0, are called regular curves and can
be parametrized by arc-length [94]. If this condition is not fulfilled, then the trajectory
needs to be segmented into constituent parts with nonzero speed, except possibly at
the two end points. The basic idea of our approach is to parametrize the spatial course
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of movement with arc-length parameter s instead of time. As shown in [94], the arclength parametrized curve y(s) has unit speed, i. e.
ky 0 (s)k =

dy
= 1.
ds

(3.29)

Rs
Rs
Hence 0 ky 0 (s)kds = 0 ds = s. Here and in the following we denote the derivative
with respect to arc-length by 0 .
To obtain a speed-independent parametrization of the trajectory, we thus express
Eqs. (A.38) – (A.40) with respect to arc-length instead of time. We obtain the following dynamical system:
Lz 0 = αz (βz (g − y) − z) + F(x),
Ly

0

(3.30)

= z,

(3.31)

Lx0 = −αx x,

(3.32)

where all derivatives are now taken with respect to arc-length instead of time. The
time constant τ , which is used in standard DMPs to speed-up or slow-down the move-
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Figure 3.6: Trajectory representation with AL-DMPs. Left: trajectories of movement
of a robot with two degrees of freedom, executed at two different speeds. The result
are spatially identical but temporally different movements. The faster movement was
generated by nonlinear scaling of the slower movement (its speed was multiplied by
2
a factor of 2(t + 1)e(t+1) −2 , t ∈ [0, T ], T = 0.5345, T is the duration of the faster
movement). The consequence of nonlinear scaling is that the spatial parameters w in
the DMP forcing term change. Middle: the reproduction of the spatial course of movement by AL-DMP. Since arc-length derivatives are independent of speed, in AL-DMP
the weights w do not change and consequently the spatial courses of the two movements are identical. Right: Speed ṡ of both movements as a function of normalized
arc-length, i. e. s/L. As shown in the graph, the speed change is nonlinear and cannot
be reproduced by linear scaling of the standard DMP, i. e. changing the parameter τ .
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Figure 3.7: Teaching of humanoid reaching trajectories by kinesthetic guiding from
the initial configuration (left) to the final reaching position (right).
ment during its execution by the robot, was replaced by arc length L > 0, which can
be calculated by integration (3.27). We denote this new representation as arc-length
dynamic movement primitive, or with an acronym AL-DMP. As illustrated in Figure
3.6, an AL-DMP effectively separates the spatial and temporal component of motion.
Given the initial condition x(0) = 1, Eq. (3.32) can be solved analytically

s
.
x(s) = exp −αx
L

(3.33)

Thus regardless of the length L of the trajectory, the phase is always defined on the
same interval: 1 ≥ x ≥ exp(−αx ), ∀s ∈ [0, L]. This is important when comparing
different trajectories.

3.3.2

Estimation of AL-DMP

An important feature of dynamic movement primitives is that they can be estimated
from a single demonstration of the desired movement. An example demonstration of
a reaching movement is shown in Fig. 3.7. The training data is usually specified as
follows
d
G = {yk , tk }K
k=1 , yk ∈ R ,

(3.34)

where d is the number of the robot’s degrees of freedom, t1 = 0, tK = T .
To estimate the free parameters of an AL-DMP, i. e. weights wi associated with
radial basis functions in (A.41), we first rewrite the equation system (3.30) – (3.31) as
a single second-order system
F(x) = L2 y 00 − αz (βz (g − y) − Ly 0 ).

(3.35)
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For every measurement time tk , k = 1, . . . , K, we obtain the following linear equation
for wi
N
X
i=1


1
Ψi (xk )
wi = diag(g −y 0 )−1 L2 yk00 − αz (βz (g − yk ) − Lyk0 ) , (3.36)
PN
xk
j=1 Ψj (xk )

The weights wi can be computed by solving these linear equations in a least squares
sense. But for this purpose we first need to compute the derivatives yk0 = y 0 (sk ), yk00 =
y 00 (sk ).
This is accomplished by sampling the trajectory along arc-length s. Assuming that
the time step is constant, i. e. ∆t = tk+1 − tk , ∀k, we can estimate the arc-length sk at
every measurement time tk
Z tk
kẏ(t)kdt ≈ Trapzd(k),
(3.37)
sk =
0

where Trapzd(k) denotes the trapezoidal rule for numerical quadrature [96]



 ∆t 1 kẏ1 k + Pk−1 kẏn k + 1 kẏk k , k ≥ 2
n=2
2
2
Trapzd(k) =
 0, k = 1

(3.38)

The assumption of constant time steps can be relaxed by applying a different numerical
quadrature formula. See [96] for the alternatives. The length of the movement is given
by the integral of speed along the trajectory. It can thus be approximated by
Z T
L=
kẏ(t)kdt ≈ Trapzd(K).
(3.39)
0

Eq. (3.38) requires the availability of time derivatives kẏn k. They can be estimated
using a standard numerical differentiation formula, e. g.
ṡn = kẏn k =

kyn+1 − yn k
.
∆t

(3.40)

Given sk , k = 1, . . . , K, and input data G, we can finally calculate yk0 and yk00 by
numerical differentiation
yk0

0
− yk0
yk+ik − yk 00 yk+i
k
=
, yk =
.
sk+ik − sk
sk+ik − sk

(3.41)

In practice we need to make certain that the arc-length step ∆sk = sk+ik − sk is
large enough to ensure numerically stable calculation of derivatives (3.41) because
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unlike the time step, the arc-length step is not uniform in the sampled trajectory. This
can be done by choosing ik to be the smallest index |ik | (positive or negative) so that
|sk+ik − sk | ≥ δ, 1 ≤ k + ik ≤ K, where 0 < δ < L is a constant specifying
the desired arc-length step. Otherwise, the calculation of numerical derivatives can
become unstable at locations with low speed. This can happen for example with pointto-point movements, which have zero speed at the beginning and the end of motion.
Note, however, that except at the end points we assume that ṡ > 0, otherwise the
trajectory needs to be segmented into constituent parts that form regular curves.
This way, all the data needed to compute the parameters of equation system (3.36)
is made available. For every degree of freedom l, 1 ≤ l ≤ d, we solve the following
linear system of equations in a least squares sense
Abl = fl , l = 1, . . . , d,

(3.42)

with


ψ1 (x1 )

ψN (x1 )



· · · PN




 PN
f1,l
w1,l

j=1 ψj (x1 )
j=1 ψj (x1 ) 


 . 
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.
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ψ
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N
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fK,l
wN,l
· · · PN
PN
j=1 ψj (xK )
j=1 ψj (xK )
(3.43)
and

1
00
0
fk,l =
L2 yk,l
− αz (βz (gl − yk,l ) − Lyk,l
) ,
(3.44)
0
(gl − yl )xk

sk 
xk = exp −αx
.
(3.45)
L
T

Here yl , gl , yl0 ∈ R denote the components of y, g, y 0 ∈ Rd and wi = wi1 , . . . , wid .
For a given number N of basis functions Ψi in forcing term (A.41), we define their
parameters using the following formulae:


i−1
ci = exp −αx
, i = 1, . . . , N,
(3.46)
N −1

2

, i = 1, . . . , N − 1,
(ci+1 − ci )2
hi =
(3.47)

hi = hi−1 , i = N.


An AL-DMP does not contain information about the speed of motion, which is
also needed to reproduce the demonstrated trajectory. To provide the information about
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speed, or equivalently, the time derivative of arc-length, we approximate ṡ with a linear
combination of radial basis functions defined as a function of phase x
PM

ṡ(x) = 1 + Pi=1
M

vi Ψi (x)

i=1 Ψi (x)

x.

(3.48)

The number of radial basis functions M for the estimation of speed is not necessarily
the same as the number of basis function N in the forcing term (A.41). The centers ci
and widths hi in basis functions Ψi are computed as in (3.46), (3.47), with M replacing
N . The time derivatives of s at times tk are estimated by numerical differentiation
(3.40). For each measurement time tk , we obtain the following equations linear in vi
PM
vi Ψi (xk )
ṡk − 1
, k = 1. . . . , K.
= Pi=1
M
xk
i=1 Ψi (xk )

(3.49)

Just like (3.36), (3.49) is a standard overdetermined system of linear equations that can
be solved in a least squares sense:
Hv = u

(3.50)

with


ψ1 (x1 )

ψM (x1 )
PM
i=1 ψi (x1 )
..
.



 PM ψ (x ) · · ·



i=1 i 1



.. 
..
..
,
. , H = 
.
.


ṡK −1

ψ1 (xK )
ψM (xK ) 
vM
xK
· · · PM
PM
i=1 ψi (xK )
i=1 ψi (xK )
(3.51)
Note that beyond the demonstrated trajectory, ṡ as defined by Eq. (3.48) converges to
1 as the phase x tends to zero. This property ensures the convergence of AL-DMP to
its desired final configuration g.





v1

 . 
v =  ..  , u = 


3.3.3

ṡ1 −1
x1



Trajectory reproduction with AL-DMPs

While AL-DMPs have many favorable properties for learning and recognition, they
cannot be used directly for control because a robot is controlled at constant time steps,
not constant arc-length steps. To construct AL-DMP integration at constant time steps,
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we first need to derive some relationships between time and arc-length derivatives
d
(3.52)
ẏ = y(s(t)) = y 0 ṡ,
dt
d2
ÿ = 2 y(s(t)) = y 00 ṡ2 + y 0 s̈.
dt
d
x(s(t)) = x0 ṡ.
dt
We can now express arc-length derivatives in terms of time derivatives
1
y0 =
ẏ,
ṡ
1
y 00 = 3 (ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈) .
ṡ
From (3.55) – (3.56) and (3.30) – (3.31) we obtain
L
z = Ly 0 = ẏ
ṡ
ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈
,
ż = L
ṡ2
1 ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈
1
z 0 = Ly 00 = L
= ż.
2
ṡ
ṡ
ṡ
ẋ =

(3.53)
(3.54)

(3.55)
(3.56)

(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)

With the above equations it is possible to integrate AL-DMP with a constant time
step as required by robot controllers. The details of the integration process are explained in Algorithm 1. Note that if in this algorithm we set the speed to ṡ = 1, which
can easily be done by setting vi = 0 in (3.48), then ẏi = yi0 , żi = zi0 , ẋi = x0i and
∆t = ∆s.
It is often not necessary to continue integrating AL-DMP beyond the training interval, i. e. for x < exp(−αx ). If no movement modulations have been applied and
no perturbations have occurred, then the trajectory will be completely reproduced by
integration on the interval 1 ≥ x ≥ exp(−αx ). A point-to-point movement should
reach the desired final configuration y = g, ẏ = 0 at x = exp(−αx ), provided the
phase follows Eq. (3.32), or equivalently, (3.33).
An important point to make is that regardless of what approximation we take for ṡ,
the spatial course of trajectory generated by AL-DMP will not change. This becomes
clear if we rewrite Eq. (3.30) and (3.31) by respectively replacing y 0 and z 0 with (3.55)
and (3.59). This results in AL-DMP expressed with temporal derivatives
Lż = ṡ (αz (βz (g − y) − z) + F(x)) ,

(3.60)

Lẏ = ṡz.

(3.61)
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Algorithm 1: Euler integration of AL-DMP with a constant time step
Input: Current AL-DMP state yi , zi , xi
AL-DMP constants L, g, αx , αz , βz , robot servo rate ∆t
parameters N, ci , hi , wi of forcing term (A.41)
parameters M, ci , hi , vi of speed estimate (3.48)
Output: Next AL-DMP state yi+1 , zi+1 , xi+1 , robot velocity ẏi
begin
1
Compute arc-length derivatives yi0 , zi0 , x0i at current state yi , zi , xi using
equations (3.30) - (3.32)
2
Compute speed ṡi at current phase xi using approximation (3.48)
3
Compute time derivatives ẏi , żi , ẋi by respectively applying equations
(3.52), (3.59) and (3.54)
4
Euler integration:
yi+1 = yi + ẏi ∆t
zi+1 = zi + żi ∆t
xi+1 = xi + ẋi ∆t
end

Phase equation (3.32) can also be rewritten in a time-dependent form
Lẋ = −ṡαx x.

(3.62)

Since all equations are multiplied by the same scaling factor ṡ, the spatial course of
movement does not change regardless of the definition of ṡ. This form of writing is
related to speed-scaled dynamic movement primitives introduced in [71, 72]. However,
if we want to reproduce the demonstrated trajectory both spatially and temporally, then
ṡ must be equal to the demonstrated speed of motion.

3.3.4

Robot control with AL-DMP

Unlike standard DMP equations (A.38) – (A.39), which have a unique attractor point
at y = g, ẏ = 0, an AL-DMP does not converge to such a point within the training
interval because the arc-length derivative y 0 is equal to the unit tangent of the curve
y [94], i. e. ky 0 k = 1 everywhere on the training interval. Thus y 0 6= 0 at the end
of movement, which causes an AL-DMP to deviate from its attractor point outside of
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(a) AL-DMP overshooting.
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(c) DMP accurate tracking.

Figure 3.8: Effects of integrating AL-DMP for robot control. From left to right: If
the end speed of the demonstrated trajectory is not zero ẏ(t = T ) 6= 0, integrating
the AL-DMP beyond the demonstrated time interval will cause it to deviate from the
unique attractor point and slowly reach it later. However, if the speed at the end of the
trajectory is zero ẏ(t = T ) = 0, the AL-DMP might not reach attractor point within
the training interval. We therefore convert the AL-DMP to a standard DMP to achieve
accurate tracking. The original trajectories were generated as a point to point motion
with a minimum jerk speed profile (described in A.2.2) on a time interval T = 2.
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the training interval if numerical integration of Eq. (3.30) – (3.31) continues. Consequently, the robot moves beyond the desired final configuration and slowly returns
(Fig. 3.8a) unless the speed is set to zero at the end of movement. But if the speed is set
to zero, an AL-DMP cannot ensure convergence to the desired goal g if the goal is not
reached at the end of movement (Fig. 3.8b). Thus, AL-DMPs are not the best choice
to control the robot, especially if the desired motion is modulated or in a feedback loop
because in such cases the robot does not reach its final destination g at the end of the
training interval, i. e. at x = exp(−αx ). For control purposes it is therefore often better
to convert an AL-DMP to a standard DMP representation, which does not suffer from
these issues. The conversion is trivial as one can synthetically reproduce the trajectory
generated by an AL-DMP using Algorithm 1 at a high sampling rate and sample the
resulting robot configurations along the trajectory. Just like when computing DMPs
from real motion data, DMPs can also be computed from the synthetically sampled
data. The resulting DMP can then be used to control the robot (Fig. 3.8c).
3.3.5

Statistical skill learning with AL-DMPs

Statistical learning methods can be applied for generalization of trajectories stemming
from multiple demonstrations of variants of the same skill. For example, if the robot
is to reach from the same initial configuration to different positions distributed on the
surface of a table, the training data could consist of reaching trajectories in robot joint
space, supplemented with information about 2-D final reaching positions in the Cartesian space. We obtain the following training data
n , N umEx
G = {yn,k , tn,k ; qn }K
,
k=1, n=1

(3.63)

where yn,k are the measurements captured at time tn,k , qn ∈ Rm are the query points
describing the aim of the task, Kn is the number of measurements on the n-th example
trajectory, N umEx is the number of example trajectories, and m is the dimension of
the query point. In the reaching example described above, the measurements yn,k ∈
Rd would be the robot joint space configurations and qn ∈ R2 the desired reaching
positions on the table. Here d is the number of the robot’s degrees of freedom.
We are interested in finding the optimal movement to accomplish the task for any
query point q ∈ Rm . For the above example this means that we want to compute a
reaching trajectory for any reaching position on the table. We represent such a trajectory with an AL-DMP. Thus we need to estimate the following function G which,
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given the training data G, maps the desired query point q into the parameters that define
an AL-DMP:

T
GG : q 7→ L, g T , wT , v T ,
(3.64)
T T
where w = [w1T , . . . , wN
] and v = [v1 , . . . , vM ]T .

Locally weighted regression (LWR) [97] and related approaches, e. g. [98], can
approximate a wide range of functions and are widely used in the context of programming by demonstration. For example, in [52] LWR was applied to synthesize new
trajectories based on a library of demonstrated example trajectories. Applying this approach to AL-DMPs, the weights w of the forcing term can be computed by solving
the following optimization problem for every dimension of y

min
bl

NX
umEx

kAbl − fn,l k2 K(d(q, qn )), l = 1, . . . , d,

(3.65)

n=1

where bl contains the parameters of the forcing term for l-th dimension. A and fn,l
are defined as in (3.43), with fn,l changing across the training trajectories. K is the
weighting kernel that should put more emphasis on the data associated with queries
qn closer to the current query q. d is the metrics measuring the distance between the
queries. Euclidean distance was used in the examples in this thesis, but other choices
are possible. We selected the tricube kernel K [97] for weighting
(
K(d) =

(1 − |d/h|3 )3 if |d/h| < 1
,
0
otherwise

(3.66)

where h is the scaling factor that influences the range on which K(d) > 0. The tricube
kernel has finite support and continuous first and second derivatives. Thus, the first two
derivatives of the generalization function GG are also continuous. The computational
complexity of the optimization problem (3.65) is reduced through this choice of K because K vanishes for query points qn that are far from q and therefore do not influence
GG . This makes the system matrix associated with objective function (3.65) banded.
To estimate the length L and final configuration g on the trajectory, we extract the
data directly from the training set
Z

tn,Kn

kẏn (t)kdt ≈ Trapzd(Kn ), gn = yn,Kn , n = 1, . . . , N umEx. (3.67)

Ln =
tn,1
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Given a new query point q and using LWR, the length and final configuration can be
generalized as follows
L=

NX
umEx

K(q, qn )Ln
PN umEx

n=1

j=1

K(q, qj )

, g=

NX
umEx
n=1

K(q, qn )gn
.
PN umEx
K(q, qj )
j=1

(3.68)

The weights v of the generalized speed ṡ(x), which is described in Eq. (3.48),
are estimated by solving a least squares problem similar to (3.65), i. e. by solving the
following optimization problem:
min
v
3.3.6

NX
umEx

kHn v − un k2 K(d(q, qn )).

(3.69)

n=1

Skill recognition with AL-DMP

For standard DMPs, Ijspeert et al. [51] showed that the weights of the forcing term can
be used for classification of trajectories with “similar velocity profiles”. Their approach
was based on correlations between feature vectors consisting of weights. They were
able to show that correlation values are higher for trajectories belonging to the same
class compared to trajectories from different classes.
As explained above, the speed of movement can vary significantly across human
demonstrations, especially if they are performed by different subjects. In such cases,
the velocity profiles are not “similar” and DMP weights become a poor feature vector
for classification. However since the weights of the forcing term in AL-DMP do not
depend on speed, we can expect that recognition performance can be improved significantly in such cases by applying the weights of AL-DMPs instead of standard DMPs
as feature vectors. Once the feature vectors are selected, we can apply classification
algorithms, e. g. Support Vector Machines (SVM, [99]).

3.4

Methodological integration for the fast set up of a robotic assembly

In this section we outline the workflow and how the developed technologies and proposed methods are used for the set up of the workcell. Following the RMS paradigm
and its characteristics, we introduced several innovative technologies to make our system – apart from adaptable – also modular and customizable. This was achieved by
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designing the overall system using modular hardware and software. On the hardware
side, this comprises (Sec. 2.1): 1. several module exchange systems including a novel
P&P connector that guarantees stable mechanical coupling and passthrough of data
and power, 2. passively reconfigurable elements, e.g. hexapods, 3. reconfigurable
tools, e.g. a robotic screwdriver with exchangeable screw bits, 4. design of gripper
fingers based on 3D printing, etc. To further increase the ease of use and reduce the
setup and reconfiguration times, we developed a method for automatic determination
of hexapod layout depending on the set of workpieces to be fixed. We also integrated
a robot simulation system to aid the cell designer to construct and evaluate different
workcell layouts.
To ease the workcell calibration, reconfiguration and programming, the cell is also
equipped with several advanced software tools and frameworks (Section 2.3): 1. kinesthetic guidance supported by a button interface to ease the acquisition of new assembly
skills and data for calibration, 2. a database of robot skills for increased reconfigurability of robot motions, and 3. a simulation system integrated with the real workcell to
support programming and reconfiguration. The arc-length dynamic movement primitives (AL-DMP) framework, presented in the previous sections, was developed in order
to improve results of statistical skill learning where multiple demonstrations have high
speed variability, which is often the case when performing kinesthetic teaching. The
developed workcell control system (Section 2.2) is based on ROS, which fully supports
the modular design of the cell, including synchronization and communication between
all active components.
In the following, we briefly describe the workflow that leads to the implementation
of a new production task using the proposed system. We also outline how to reconfigure the cell when changes to the production task emerge. A diagram showing the
pipeline for deploying a new production task to the reconfigurable robot workcell is
shown in Figure 3.9.
When a new production task needs to be implemented, the first step is to gather
information and specifications about the desired product. This step is typically performed in cooperation with the client. The process of setting up the workcell is an
iterative process. After the initial analysis has been performed, the workcell users start
preparing the solution from the available software and hardware components (marked
blue and pink in Fig. 3.9, respectively). On the hardware side, the cell structure is assembled / reconfigured using the reconfigurable frame parts, the appropriate peripheral
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Figure 3.9: The workflow for deploying new production tasks in the reconfigurable
robot workcell. The developed technologies assure that most of the integration tasks
can be performed without in-depth knowledge. However, if the production task require
new capabilities or modules, users with more in-depth knowledge can develop new
software and hardware components without disrupting the already defined workcell
architecture.

modules (including passive reconfigurable components and external sensors), and the
required robot tools. These steps can first be done in the simulated environment to produce an initial draft of the cell layout. In the case of passive flexible fixtures – hexapods
– their layout is determined by using the novel method proposed in this thesis. On the
software side, the assembly sequence is prepared by making use of the available robot
skills or by acquiring new skills by human demonstration. The developed system also
supports the integration of vision-based methods for object recognition and pose estimation, which are needed if the location and identity of workpieces are not fixed
[100].
The required robot skills can be initialized and the workcell calibrated by kinesthetic guidance, which is supported by a button interface to ease the programming
tasks. Similarly to the cell hardware layout, the initial assembly sequence can be programmed in the simulation system as well. If the solution needs to be reconfigured
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automatically to switch the production process, e. g. by manipulating passive peripheral components, the necessary robot movements should also be programmed. Finally,
the solution is deployed to the real production environment. In most cases, some adjustments still have to be made after the first deployment to optimize the performance.
The processes described above can be carried out without in-depth knowledge of
the system. However, if it is not possible to prepare a solution from the already available components, the personnel with in-depth knowledge can develop new hardware or
software modules. On the hardware side, this means either developing new peripheral
modules or designing new robot tools and fingers. By providing the P&P connectivity,
the new hardware components can be attached to the cell with ease. On the software
side, new top-level programs or ROS nodes can be developed.
While the simulation system is not strictly necessary to prepare a new solution, its
availability can accelerate the set up. However, the preparation of the simulation environment is usually not possible without in-depth knowledge about the desired product
and the operation of the workcell.

3.5

Summary of novel methods for the set up, reconfiguration, and
programming of robotic workcells

Addressing the challenges that hold back the wider adoption of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS), we introduced several new methods that enhance the setting
up, reconfiguration, and programming of adaptive robot cells.
The first important contribution presented in this chapter is a new method to compute optimal layout of a fixturing system for a given set of workpieces that need to
be held by it. We developed an optimization method that determines the placement of
the hexapod bases and the poses of the desired workpieces reconfiguration is possible.
The resulting hexapod layout ensures that a robot can autonomously reconfigure the
fixturing system for all workpieces. Our method does not only take into account the
kinematic limitations but can be further enhanced by considering possible collisions
between the hexapods and workpieces in cases where their CAD data is provided.
The second contribution is the development of a method that computes the movements the robot needs to execute for successful hexapod reconfiguration. The computed robot movements ensure that the hexapod stays within its kinematic limits during
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reconfiguration. We also developed a search process that aids the workcell designer to
optimize the layout of the cell. The generated layouts result in a faster and more efficient robot motion.
The third contribution is a new framework for learning robot skills from multiple
demonstrations based on arc-length dynamic movement primitives (AL-DMP). For
this purpose, we extended the AL-DMP representation with additional parameters.
The proposed AL-DMP representation is more suitable for skill learning from multiple
demonstration than the standard DMP representation. This is because demonstrations
acquired by kinesthetic teaching exhibit high variance in speed, which is better handled
by AL-DMPs. We also outlined how AL-DMPs can be used for skill recognition.

Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation
In this chapter we present the results of the evaluation of the proposed methodologies.
The evaluation was done through various experiments, both in simulation and on real
robot systems. Our experiments demonstrate that the developed adaptive robot workcell prototype can reach industrial standards in terms of quality of assembly and that
the developed novel technologies provide the desired benefits.
The proposed cell was evaluated in terms of setup times and quality of assembly.
This is discussed in detail in Section 4.1. We present how different assembly use cases
were implemented in the proposed cell and how long it took to implement each of
them. From this we can confirm the setup times and show how they were shortened
as an increased number of technologies were implemented into the workcell. The
industrial relevance was confirmed with a Run@Rate analysis.
We evaluated the introduced hexapod layout optimization method in different scenarios that highlight different advantages of the approach. The results are presented in
Section 4.2. We studied how different constraints affect the resulting layout and computation times. Additionally, we show how the collision avoidance constraints ensure
that there are no collisions between the hexapods and workpieces.
Finally, the skill learning experiments have demonstrated clear benefits of ALDMPs compared to standard DMPs when learning from multiple demonstrations. We
also show that the proposed approach has clear advantages for skill recognition. The
results of these experiments are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
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4.1

Experimental Evaluation

Evaluation of the proposed robot workcell design paradigms

To evaluate the developed workcell and the implemented methodologies, we performed
a series of experiments in relevant environments, realizing five industrial production
processes from different manufacturing areas. Reference Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) were acquired and the overall performance of the cell was evaluated. Throughout the experiments, some of the key equipment stayed the same, but other parts of
the workcell were reconfigured according to the requirements of each task. Some
application-specific peripheral modules were either added or removed.
All experiments were carried out in close cooperation with the manufacturing companies that provided the use cases. The most important KPIs were defined as: 1. quality of assembly, 2. reconfiguration time, 3. time to implement an automated assembly
solution, and 4. cycle time to assemble the products. In this section we present the
evaluation of these crucial indicators.

4.1.1

Setup times

We define “setup time” as the time it takes to set up a new production process in the
developed workcell. It is composed of several steps, including the exchange of information with the customer, the production and evaluation of the hardware designs, and
the development of the required software (see Fig. 3.9). Evaluating the efficiency of
the workcell setup and its reconfigurability in a manner that provides quantitative results is difficult due to the lack of standardized benchmarks. We therefore approached
this evaluation by implementing various use cases from different manufacturing areas.
The goal was to show that not only different manufacturing processes can be automated
within the developed workcell, but that it is also possible to switch from one production
process to another by exploiting the workcell’s modular design, its reconfigurability,
and without making major changes to the core software and hardware structure of the
cell.
The following five different production processes were implemented: 1) assembly
of different automotive light housings, 2) assembly of a customized linear actuator for
smart furniture, 3) assembly of a glass mounting gripper, 4) assembly of a family of
airport runway signalling lights, and 5) assembly of various versions of an electronic
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(a) Assembly of automotive light housings.
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(b) Assembly of a customized linear actuator
for smart furniture.

(c) Assembly of a glass mounting gripper.

(d) Assembly of a family of airport runway
signalling lights.

(e) Assembly of electronic devices.

Figure 4.1: The five industrial use cases implemented in the proposed adaptive workcell. The series of images demonstrates that some of the peripheral components stayed
the same while some of the modules had to be changed. Additionally, different tools
were made available on the tool rack for the robots to use.
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Use case

Beginning

End

Glass mounting gripper assembly
Runway lights assembly
Electronic device assembly

29-10-2018
06-12-2018
11-02-2019

06-12-2018
05-02-2019
26-02-2019

Total duration
40 days
61 days
15 days

Table 4.1: Estimated duration of use case implementations. The second use case
includes Christmas holidays, thus the duration of its implementation is somewhat
skewed.

device by inserting multiple PCB modules into their housing. The variants of the
workcell configured for each of these experiments are shown in Fig. 4.1
We estimated the duration of implementation of the latter use cases with the available resources (the first two use cases were developed in parallel with the development
of workcell software infrastructure, thus their implementation took longer than necessary). Because the full implementation consists of integrating both hardware and
software, we estimated the time it took for a full implementation by considering the
data from a version-control software system. In Table 4.1 we compare the dates from
the first and the last commit of the code for the top-level state machine. Even though
such data stem from the work done on the software, the hardware work was done in
parallel. The implementation of use cases showed that the duration of the set up is
mostly affected by hardware work, as it was always necessary to develop new tools
and peripheral modules.
From these data and experience gathered during the implementation, we can conclude that focused implementation of different use cases can be achieved in two weeks
to one month. If all the necessary hardware is available from the beginning, it is usually
possible to design the cell and implement the assembly task in 2 – 4 days.

4.1.2

Reconfiguration times & cycle times

The proposed workcell supports different forms of reconfiguration. First we studied
switching the production from one product variant to another. For example, in case
of changing the production from one automotive light housing to another (see also
Section 4.1.3), the reconfiguration is autonomous. The robot reconfigures the passive
flexible fixtures into a suitable configuration to fix the current light housing for assem-
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Description of the assembly
Automotive light housing (X07)
Automotive light housing (X82)
Glass mounting gripper
Customized linear actuator
Runway light (square casings)
Runway light (round casings)
Electronic device assembly
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Achieved cycle times
2’25" [1’05"]
1’53" [41"]
4’51"
6’53" [ 1’]
1’51"
1’22"
4’47"

Table 4.2: Cycle times of each use case implemented in the adaptive workcell. Only
some of the implemented production processes have a real-life counterpart production
running in a factory. Therefore, only those ones have the corresponding cycle times
presented in brackets.
bly. In case of assembly of various versions of an electronic device, reconfiguration
consists of generating a new assembly program based on identity of devices to be assembled. The gripper fingers are exchange to enable grasping the workpieces. We
were able to perform these and other reconfigurations fully automatically in a matter
of minutes. This is significantly shorter than the suggested one day as an ideal time to
convert the manufacturing system as suggested by Koren et al. [9] (see the definition
of convertibility in Sec. 1.1).
Another form of reconfiguration involves switching the workcell from one production case to another. We tested several combinations, including switching from
the assembly of automotive light housings to the assembly of the customized linear
actuator for smart furniture and switching from the assembly of runway lights to the
assembly of electronic devices. This type of reconfiguration cannot be performed fully
automatically and therefore involves some manual work, e.g. to rebuild the workcell
frame and bring new tools to the workcell. Nevertheless, provided all hardware and
software components are available, this type of reconfiguration can be performed in a
matter of tens of minutes.
The focus of our work was to achieve a high degree of reconfigurability of the
system as a whole and provide automation to production processes, which are to a large
degree still done manually. Nonetheless, we did measure also the cycle times achieved
in our use case implementations. They are presented in Table 4.2. Some of the achieved
cycle times cannot be compared to their real-life counterparts because we implemented
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the assembly of prototypes, which are not yet assembled in a regular production line.
In those cases where cycle times of the automated production could be measured, they
are longer than manual production but in two of the three use cases comparable and
actually acceptable for the company interested in automating its production. It has been
noted also by other researchers that – compared to more tailor-made solutions – RMS
usually achieve lower throughput [12, 101]. Shorter cycle times could be achieved by
further optimizing the hardware and the workcell layout for each use case, but this was
not the focus of these experiments.
For the third use case where we could compare the cycle times, i. e. assembly of
customized linear actuator, the automated solution took too much time. In this case
the conclusion was that the parts need to be redesigned to enable automated assembly
in real production. This is a well known problem in automation; short cycle times
can rarely be achieved if the requirements of automation are not considered during the
product design process [102].

4.1.3

Robustness and quality of part assembly

As explained above, our experiments stem from different areas of manufacturing. For
a more thorough analysis, we selected the assembly of light housings from the automotive industry. The automotive industry has very strict and well-defined requirements in
terms of quality of the production process, which makes it easier to select the industrially relevant key performance indicators (KPIs).
The implemented manufacturing process revolves around the assembly of automotive light housings for headlights. Two different headlight models (X82 and X07) were
selected for this experiment, both shown in Figure 4.2. The assembly process involves
the insertion of various components into the headlight housing. The headlight housings
shapes are significantly different. Moreover, also the parts to be inserted are different
(see Fig. 4.2b).
In its current implementation on the factory floor, the assembly process is in part
performed manually, with a final operation performed by a specially designed assembly machine. Each light housing model requires a different assembly machine. Typically 2 workers are needed to service these machines in a required cycle time and the
production takes place in four shifts (24/7), i. e. 8 workers each day. While these machines provide an assembly method with short cycle times, they are not cost effective
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as they have to be designed and produced for each headlight model. Additionally, these
assembly machines have to be available for 5 years after the end of regular production,
as spare parts must be produced on demand, occupying significant storage space.
The aim of the experiment was to evaluate the proposed adaptive workcell as a fully
automated substitute for the numerous assembly machines and manual work needed in
the current version of the assembly line. This means that the workcell has to be able
to assemble different types of light housings without human intervention. As noted
before, these headlight models differ not only in their shape, but also in their assembly
sequence. The challenge of the different shapes was addressed by implementing the
passive flexible fixtures (hexapods) described in Section 2.1.4.3 and depicted in Fig.
3.1. Furthermore, the difference in the assembly sequence was addressed by providing
an array of different robot tools, mounted on the tool rack module of the workcell. The
robots were thus able to autonomously reconfigure the fixtures and equip themselves
with the tools needed for each step in the assembly process.

(a) Automotive headlight model X82

(b) Automotive headlight model X07

Figure 4.2: Two different automotive light housings that were assembled in the proposed workcell and the respective parts that need to be inserted in order to complete
the assembly. The left side figure shows the headlight model X82 where only the LWR
drive has to be inserted. The right side figure shows the headlight model X07 with the
parts to be inserted (from top to bottom): the LWR drive, a heat shield, a bulb holder
and a screw.
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Part

KPI description

Heat shield
Screw height
LWR drive
Bulb holder

Height between the heat shield after insertion [mm]
Height of the screw after successful fastening [mm]
Possible material damage due to faulty insertion [OK / NOK]
Possible material damage due to faulty insertion [OK / NOK]

Table 4.3: Key performance indicators for the assembly of automotive light housings.
4.1.3.1

The Run@Rate analysis

To evaluate the suitability of the workcell for this task, we conducted the Run@Rate
analysis, which consists of equipment confirmation and process confirmation. The
goal of Run@Rate is to identify potential quality and/or productivity problems and
put countermeasures in place to prevent these issues affecting further development
prior to the start of production. Measuring System Analysis (MSA) and Production
Part Approval Process (PPAP) are a standard part of the Run@Rate analysis, with the
guidelines provided by the Automotive Industry Action Group [103]. While MSA is
used for the confirmation of equipment, the confirmation of the process is done using
the PPAP.
During the PPAP test, the parts assembled in the workcell were monitored and the
relevant KPIs extracted. Some KPIs required the measurement of physical values, e. g.
heat shield and screw height, which was performed by using specialized measuring
equipment. Other KPIs, e. g. the condition of LWR drive and the bulb holder, required visual inspection of the possible damage to the headlight housing due to faulty
insertion. These KPIs are listed in Tab. 4.3.
We studied the robustness of the manufacturing process implemented in our workcell with respect to the production upper (U SL) and lower (LSL) specification limits.
To quantify the results of the test, the following two capability process indices with
continuous values were used as KPIs:

• Cp , which estimates what the process is capable of producing if the process mean
were to be centred between the specification limits of the process:
Cp =

U SL − LSL
,
6σ

(4.1)
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• Cpk , which estimates what the process is capable of producing considering that
the process mean may not be centred between the specification limits:


U SL − µ µ − LSL
,
.
(4.2)
Cpk = min
3σ
3σ
In the above equations, σ represents the variability of the process (standard deviation)
and µ represents the estimated process mean. A high Cpk indicates that the process is
adequate and has a small spread in relation to the tolerance width. If Cpk is equal to
Cp , then the process is set to produce exactly in the middle of the tolerance range.
4.1.3.2

Results of the Run@Rate analysis

The confirmation of the equipment using MSA was performed by assessing and confirming the equipment used for the assembly. For example, the flexible fixturing system was confirmed by concluding that it can ensure the fixturing of good parts, whereas
faulty parts cannot be put onto the fixturing system. For the various grippers, their suitable performance was confirmed by the correct grasping of good parts, whereas faulty
parts could not be grasped correctly.
After the equipment was confirmed, we carried on to the Production Part Approval
Process (PPAP). In this experiment, 40 pairs of headlights had to be assembled continuously one after the other. The measurements and visual inspection of the KPIs
was done by a representative from the cooperating company. From the acquired data,

LSL [mm]
USL [mm]
Process target [mm]
Success rate [%]
Process mean - µ [mm]
Standard dev. - σ [mm]
Cp
Cpk

Heat shield Screw
10.50
21.80
11.50
22.80
11.00
22.30
100.00 100.00
10.97
22.36
0.11
0.10
1.49
1.63
1.40
1.40

LWR drive
/
/
/
100.00
/
/
/
/

Bulb holder
/
/
/
100.00
/
/
/
/

Table 4.4: Results from the statistical analysis of the Production Part Approval Process
(PPAP).
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(a) Graphical representation of the heat shield height statistical analysis.

(b) Graphical representation of the screw height statistical analysis.

Figure 4.3: The graphs depict the statistical analysis of the screw and heat shield height
measurements. The blue bars represent the histogram of the measured values, while
the red line represents an estimated Gaussian distribution for the said measurements.
From the graphs it is evident that both KPIs fall within the specified lower and upper
limit.
we calculated Cp and Cpk KPIs for the screw and heat shield height. The LWR drive
and bulb holder KPIs are expressed in a binary form (OK or NOK), hence we cannot
perform statistical analysis beyond the success rate for these two KPIs. The measurements taken during the evaluation are presented in the top part of Tab. 4.4. The results
of benchmarking are provided in the bottom part of Table 4.4, while Fig. 4.3 expresses
these results graphically.
For the conformation of the assembly process, Cpk must be above 1.33 [104]. In our
case we achieved Cpk = 1.40 for both of the measured, non-binary KPIs. This means
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that both MSA and PPAP were confirmed and the Run@Rate test was successful. Thus
we have proven that the quality of assembly carried out in the developed prototype of
the adaptive robot cell is appropriate to provide an industrial grade solution for the
factory floor.

4.2

Hexapod layout determination

We evaluated several aspects of the developed optimization algorithm: 1) influence
of constraints on the final layout of the fixturing system, 2) computation time with
different numbers of hexapods and workpieces, and 3) collision prevention when computing optimal layouts. The first two experiments were carried out with a simulated
workpiece while the last was based on a real experimental setup from the automotive
industry. In all experiments we set the position and orientation scaling factors (λr , λo ),
and the maximum allowed rotation of the top plates (ξmax ) to the following values:
λr = 0.1, λo = 1 and ξmax = π6 . See Section 3.1.3 for the definition of these parameters. Additionally, in all experiments the initial values of the optimization variables
T
were set as follows: pw
j = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] , ϑi,j = 0. The desired workpiece poses
were set to W0,j = I. The initial guesses for pbi were calculated by taking the average
over positions and Euler angles obtained from bottom plate poses B0,i,j , which were
calculated by rearranging formula (3.9) for all workpieces, j = 1, . . . , M,
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The optimization procedure was implemented in MATLAB using nonlinear programming solver fmincon, which is based on interior point optimization algorithm [87].
The simulated workpiece was designed as a modular object that can be assembled
in different configurations (Fig. 4.4). The object consists of a main hexagonal plate
to which six extension arms labelled from a - f (Fig. 4.4a) can be attached. The
extension arms have two holes on the side that is attached to the main plate and one
hole as an anchor point on the other side that is in contact with the hexapod (Fig.
4.4b). They can be mounted either facing up or down. This design allowed us to mount
the extension arms at different edges and thus obtain many different workpieces. An
example simulated workpiece with 3 extension arms is displayed in Figure 4.4c.

4.2.1

Influence of constraints on the fixturing system layout

We first studied how the inclusion of different constraints affects the resulting layout
of the fixturing system. The experiments in this section were all carried out on a set of
3 workpieces with 4 anchor points each (4 extensions arms of the modular workpiece).
Thus four hexapods were needed to firmly hold each workpiece. They were included in

Figure 4.5: Fixturing system layout computed by optimizing (3.17) and without considering any additional constraints.

Figure 4.6: Side view of the fixturing system layout computed by optimizing (3.17)
with additional constraints defined in Eq. (4.4). Top-down view seen in Fig. 4.7.
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the resulting optimization problem. First we applied the optimization problem (3.17)
without any additional constraints. The results for each workpiece are shown in Fig.
4.5.
Often we need to make sure that the hexapods are mounted on a planar support
surface. Assuming that the planar support surface is an x − y plane with z = 0, we can
add the following constraints to optimization problem (3.17)
(
zib = 0
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
(4.4)
αib = βib = 0
Note that these constraints are of type (3.19) as explained in Section 3.1.4.2, i. e. limited search space for hexapods’ bases locations. The fixturing system layout computed
with these additional constraints (4.4) is shown in Figs. 4.6 & 4.7, where hexapods are
displayed from a side and top-down view respectively. This result demonstrates that
the hexapods are placed as desired, i. e. located on the support plane at z = 0 with the
base plates parallel to the planar surface. Compared to these results, the base plates
in Fig. 4.5 are neither placed at z = 0 nor are the they parallel to the support plane.
Fruthermore, we can see that the workpieces are displaced along the z-axis in Figs. 4.6
compared to Fig. 4.5. This is an expected result because without lifting the workpieces
the algorithm could not satisfy constraints (4.4).
In the next experiment we introduced additional constraints with respect to the
location of the base plates on the support plane
(
−0.2 ≤ xbi ≤ 0.2
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
(4.5)
−0.2 ≤ yib ≤ 0.2
This is especially useful when the area where the hexapods can be placed within the
cell is limited. Fig. 4.8 shows that the hexapods are now closer together, but two of
them overlap. To prevent overlaps, we next introduced the constraint of type (3.18),
i. e.
q
(xbi − xbl )2 + (yib − ylb )2 ≥ 0.28, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, l = i + 1, . . . , 4.
(4.6)
The fixturing system layout computed by including constraints (4.6) is depicted in Fig.
4.9. It keeps the hexapods’ coordinate frame origins within the limits specified by
constraints (4.5) while preventing the hexapod base plates from overlapping.
The above results demonstrate that by adding various constraints we can greatly
affect the computed layouts. Sometimes just solving the original optimization problem
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Figure 4.7: Fixturing system layout computed by optimizing (3.17) with additional
constraints defined in Eq. (4.4). The side view is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.8: Fixturing system layout computed by optimizing (3.17) with additional
constraints defined in Eq. (4.4) and (4.5).

Figure 4.9: Fixturing system layout computed by optimizing (3.17) with additional
constraints defined in Eq. (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6).
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(b) Computation time for each evaluation of
the criterion function and constraints.

Figure 4.10: Influence of the number of hexapods (equal to the number of anchor
points) and workpieces on the computation time.
without any constraints can result in a viable layout. However, to guarantee that the
hexapods are placed within the robot’s workspace at sensible orientations and without
overlapping, it is often necessary to introduce additional constraints, which ensure that
the computed layouts are physically viable and can be easily constructed.

4.2.2

Computation times

The aim of our next experiment was to evaluate how increasing the number of workpieces and hexapods influences the computation time needed to solve the associated
optimization problem. We performed optimization for layouts with M = 2, . . . , 6
workpieces and N = 3, . . . , 6 hexapods (or anchor points), thus altogether 20 different
layouts. The arrangement of anchor points on each modular workpiece (Fig. 4.4) was
randomly selected. The optimization processes were halted when the relative change
−3
of the optimization variables pbi , pw
j and ϑi,j was smaller than 10 . For each layout, we solved optimization problem (3.17) with additional constraints defined in Eq.
(3.18) to prevent overlap between the hexapods’ base plates. The optimization procedure was executed on a desktop computer with the 4th generation Intel Core i7-4790K
CPU having 4 cores running at 4.00 GHz base frequency and 16 GB of RAM.
The bar graph shown in Fig. 4.10a illustrates the computation time needed to
solve each optimization problem, whereas the bar graph in Fig. 4.10b presents the
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(a) Smaller headlight assembly.

(b) Bigger headlight assembly.

Figure 4.11: Two robots performing assembly operations on two different automotive
headlights while the headlights are firmly held by the fixturing system.

time needed for one evaluation of the criterion function and constraints. As expected,
smaller numbers of workpieces and hexapods result in lower computation times. These
results show that it is possible to solve optimization problems with small number of
workpieces and hexapods in a matter of minutes. On the other hand, it might take up
45 minutes to solve more complex optimization problems.

4.2.3

Collision prevention

In the third experiment we evaluated the developed method for the assembly of automotive lights, described in more detail in Section 4.1.3. For improved readability, we
depict the assembly again in Figure 4.11 but with more details on the hexapods. The
two headlights were held by the fixturing system constructed from three hexapods.
However, unlike in this experiment, the layout of the fixturing system had to be determined manually in the experiment described in Section 4.1.3.
While the shape of the simulated workpiece is rather simple, the shapes of the real
automotive headlights are much more complex. This can cause collisions between
workpieces and hexapods in otherwise valid layouts. We can address this issue by
adding collision avoidance constraints (3.22) to the optimization problem (3.17). In our
system, the distance between two objects is computed using the algorithm described
in [88]. In this experiment, we defined the minimum allowed distance between two
objects (∆) from Eq. (3.22) to ∆ = 0.001. To ensure that there were no collisions
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between the hexapods’ base plates and that the hexapods were placed within the robot’s
workspace, we also added constraints (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), respectively.
Figure 4.12 shows the results of optimization in the case when collision constraints
were not considered. In the computed layout, both workpieces are in collision with one
of the hexapods. The system was able to compute collision-free layouts when the collision constraints were added (Fig. 4.13). However, in this case the computation time
increased significantly. Without collision constraints, it took 1’27" with 45 optimization iterations to solve the optimization problem, whereas with collision constraints it
took 11’52" with 37 optimization iterations. Thus the inclusion of collision constraints
increased the computation time by approx. 820%.

(a) Fixturing system layout for the smaller
headlight with the collision point marked
and zoomed-in.

(b) Fixturing system layout for the bigger
headlight with the collision point marked
and zoomed-in.

Figure 4.12: The fixturing system layout that can be used to hold two different models
of automotive headlights. These two layouts can be established by automatic reconfiguration without moving the base plates of the hexapods. The collision prevention
constraints were not used in this case. While the result is kinematically correct, both
workpieces collide with one of the hexapods.
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(a) Two different views of the collisionfree layout for the smaller headlight.
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(b) Two different views of the collision
free layout for the bigger headlight.

Figure 4.13: Collision free layout of the fixturing system for two different automotive
headlight models. The collision prevention constraints were used to compute these
layouts.
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Trajectory generalization from multiple demonstrations

In this section we present the evaluation of trajectory generalization with arc-length
dynamic movement primitives. We conducted several experiments, both in simulation
and on a real robot system, and compare the quality of trajectory generalization when
using the standard DMPs and the proposed AL-DMPs.

Figure 4.14: Two example generalizations in 2D plane using AL-DMPs and standard
DMPs. The original trajectories that were used for generalization are shown in blue and
dashed. They all pass through a unique via point at y = 0. The trajectories generalized
using AL-DMPs (black) also pass through this via point. The trajectories generalized
using DMPs (green) do not approximate the original trajectories well and do not pass
through the via point.
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Figure 4.15: Contour plots showing the accuracy of generalization with AL-DMPs
(left) and DMPs (right) in simulation. Generalization with AL-DMPs is clearly better.
4.3.1

Evaluation of skill learning with AL-DMPs in simulation

First we evaluated the performance of statistical skill learning on simulated data. For
this purpose we synthetically generated a set of 100 reaching planar trajectories that all
passed through a via point located at half way, i. e. at s = L/2. Using inverse kinematics of a humanoid robot (see Section 4.3.2), these planar trajectories were converted
into the upper arm shoulder and elbow movement of the robot (four degrees of freedom). The training trajectories were then temporally scaled with a nonlinear scaling
factor, which caused the training trajectories to reach the via point at different times,
whereas their spatial course of movement was unaffected. The 2D position of the final
point on the trajectory was used as a query for the locally weighted regression (LWR).
The trajectories were generalized in the robot’s joint space, but Fig. 4.14 shows their
course in 2D plane after the direct kinematics was applied. Only the trajectories that
were generalized using AL-DMPs pass through the via point, whereas the trajectories generalized using standard DMPs do not approximate the original trajectories well
enough to pass through the via point.
We used mean squared error criterion to evaluate the difference between the generalized trajectory represented by AL-DMP yAL and the true trajectory y
MSE =

K
1 X
kyAL (sk ) − y(sk )k2 ,
K k=1

(4.7)
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where K is the number of integration steps needed to integrate the AL-DMP to reach
the desired final position. MSE was estimated both for the generalized AL-DMPs
and generalized standard DMPs. Fig. 4.15 shows that generalization results with ALDMPs are significantly better than when standard DMPs are used. This simulation
experiment thus confirmed our intuition that generalization using AL-DPMs should
produce better results.

4.3.2

Evaluation of skill learning with AL-DMPs in real experiments

A skill learning experiment with real data was performed on a humanoid robot CB-i
[105]. Altogether we collected 99 reaching movements from the same initial arm configuration, where the arm was extended below the table, to 99 final reaching positions
on the table. The human demonstrator intentionally performed some demonstrations
slower than the others. Snapshots from one of the training movements are shown in
Fig. 3.7. Four different final reaching positions are shown in Fig. 4.16. 2D position of
the red peg on the table was used as query for generalization.
n
For analysis, we performed an experiment in which the training trajectory {ykn }K
k=1
was removed from the training set (3.63) at each internal query point qn . 63 internal
trajectories were used for testing, i. e. trajectories that are associated with query points
inside the training space (see Fig. 4.18). The generalization function (3.64) was then
n
computed for q = qn as input, with {ykn }K
k=1 removed from G. Generalization was
performed both with standard DMPs and AL-DMPs. The generalized DMPs and ALDMPs were then compared to the trajectories that were left out from the training set
using mean squared error criterion (4.7). All trajectories were represented as a function
of arc-length.

Figure 4.16: Final reaching positions on four of the 99 training trajectories.
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Figure 4.17: Accuracy of generalization for AL-DMPs (black) and DMPs (green) compared to the demonstrated movements (magenta) for two example reaching movements
(left and right column)
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Figure 4.18: Contour plots showing accuracy of generalization for AL-DMPs (left)
and DMPs (right)
Fig. 4.17 shows the result of generalization using AL-DMPs and standard DMPs. It
is clear from these figures that the generalized AL-DMPs approximate the trajectories
that were left out much better than the generalized DMPs. The reason for this difference in performance are the variations in speed profiles of the training trajectories.
Fig. 4.18 shows the MSE results as contour plots for all internal trajectories. These
results again demonstrate that the generalized AL-DMPs approximate the trajectories
that were left out better than the generalized DMPs.

4.4

Action recognition with arc-length dynamic movement primitives

Action recognition from motion trajectories is a vast field and many different approaches have been proposed in the literature [106]. In this section we show that
if motion trajectories are used for recognition, AL-DMPs outperform more standard
robot trajectory representations such as B-splines [107] or DMPs [50]. It should be
mentioned here that raw motion trajectories are not necessarily the best input data for
every classification problem. Other measures can be extracted from motion capture
data [108] to characterize the captured actions. The best representation for a specific
classification problem cannot be selected without considering the actual task.
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Figure 4.19: Cartesian paths of the reaching movements that define 5 classes in
the data set used for testing classification
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Figure 4.20: Classification performance
for simulated reaching movements. The
grey, green and blue bars show the
classification performance of AL-DMPs,
DMPs, and B-splines using the original
data, while the red, orange and brown
bars show the classification performance
of AL-DMPs, DMPs, and B-splines using
temporally scaled data.

For standard DMPs, Ijspeert et al. [51] showed that the weights of the forcing term
can be used for classification of trajectories with “similar velocity profiles”. Their
approach was based on correlations between feature vectors consisting of weights.
They were able to show that correlation values are higher for trajectories belonging to
the same class compared to trajectories from different classes.
As explained in the introduction, the speed of movement can vary significantly
across human demonstrations, especially if they are performed by different subjects.
In such cases the velocity profiles are not “similar” and DMP weights become a poor
feature vector for classification. However since the weights of the forcing term in
AL-DMP do not depend on speed, we expect that recognition performance can be
significantly improved in such cases by applying the weights of AL-DMPs instead of
standard DMPs as feature vectors.
For testing we created a simulated set of 805 reaching trajectories in Cartesian
space for a simulated robot with two degrees of freedom. Some of the training trajectories are shown in Fig. 4.19. They were assigned to five different classes, where each
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class consisted of 161 reaching movements to a given distance in x direction, whereas
the final destinations in y direction were different. We used inverse kinematics to convert the Cartesian space trajectories into joint space trajectories. Joint space trajectories
were then approximated by AL-DMPs, standard DMPs, and B-splines. The computed
weights wi of the forcing terms and the parameters of B-splines were used as feature
vectors for classification. Feature vectors had 40 dimensions because the number of
basis functions N was set to 20 in all cases and the trajectories were two-dimensional.
Support vector machines (SVM, [99]) were applied for classification. We used
multiclass (one-vs-one) SVMs with linear kernels in this experiment. Matlab Classification Learner App was used to train the classifiers. 20% of the whole data set, i. e.
161 trajectories, were used to train the SVM. In this noiseless experiment, all of the
remaining 644 examples were classified by the SVM correctly, regardless whether ALDMPs, standard DMPs, or B-splines were used to compute the feature vectors. These
results are shown with green and blue bars in Fig. 4.20.
Next, we introduced non-linear temporal scaling into the 644 test examples. This
2
was done by multiplying the speed by 2(t + 1)e(t+1) −2 , t ∈ [0, T ], where T was
the duration of motion. This function was selected to make clear the benefits of ALDMPs compared to DMPs and B-splines. Again DMPs, B-splines and AL-DMPs were
used to compute the feature vectors for the temporally scaled example trajectories and
the classification performance was evaluated using SVMs trained with feature vectors
stemming from original examples that were not temporally scaled. The results are
shown in Figure 4.20. While the classification rate was perfect with all three types of
feature vectors when using the original data for testing, it is clear from the bar graph
that the classification rate with DMP based and B-splines based feature vectors was
severely affected when using temporally scaled data. Significantly less than 50 % of
the inputs were classified correctly. The cause for this behavior is obvious; the values
of the weights of the DMP forcing term and B-spline parameters were significantly affected by temporal scaling. Therefore, the resulting feature vectors were not representative of the classes trained with the original data. On the other hand, the performance
of classification with AL-DMP based feature vectors was virtually unaffected. The
reason for this is that variations in the speed profiles of the trajectories do not change
the weights of the forcing term in AL-DMP. Hence the speed-scaled trajectories were
still classified correctly. This experiment confirms our expectation that AL-DMP based
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classification is much more robust compared to standard DMP features when the speed
of motion varies nonlinearly.

Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusions
In this thesis, we developed novel hardware and software design paradigms that enable
fast setup and reconfiguration of robot workcells in production environments. Within
this system, we proposed novel methods for determining the optimal layout of passive
flexible fixtures (hexapods) constructed as Stewart platforms, their autonomous reconfiguration, and a new method for learning trajectories from multiple demonstrations
that can deal with variations in speed of human demonstrations.
The hexapods, built in shape of Stewart platforms, have no sensors or actuators
but can be autonomously reconfigured to different postures by a robot. Their flexibility is especially beneficial when used in adaptive robot workcells. The purpose of
the developed optimization process is to determine the placement and posture of the
hexapods so that different workpieces can be fixed without the need to manually remount the hexapods to new locations. The method can consider several constraints,
including kinematic constraints of hexapods, overlap between the hexapod base plates,
and collisions between hexapods and workpieces. The constraint to prevent overlap
between the bases of hexapods might seem redundant because the collision prevention
constraint could also solve this issue. However, it is much less computationally expensive to detect the overlap between the hexapod bases than to evaluate whether or not
two free-form objects collide.
An important advantage of the proposed approach is that we only need inverse
kinematics of the hexapods to compute the kinematic constraints of the fixturing system. This is crucial to keep the computation time low because direct kinematics of
Stewart platform is difficult to compute, with solutions involving polynomials of 40th
degree [109].
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We evaluated our approach in a series of experiments involving simulated workpieces and two different headlights from the automotive industry. We showed that with
the proposed constrained optimization problem, we can compute the fixturing system
layout that is guaranteed to be within the limits of the robot workspace and without
collisions between the hexapods and/or workpieces. However, adding different constraints increases the computation time significantly.
One important factor to consider when it comes to the collision prevention constraint is how to choose an appropriate collision detection algorithm. The algorithm
applied in our experiments does not calculate the penetration depth between the two
objects. This can considerably hinder the performance of the optimization algorithm
because the algorithm cannot estimate the derivative of the collision constraint once
the objects are in collision. It is therefore important to select the initial values for pbi ,
pw
j and ϑi,j in such a way that there are no collisions. This way the optimization algorithm can calculate the derivative of the distance between objects in every iteration
and therefore work as intended.
Since the hexapods are Stewart platforms with six degrees of freedom, their top
plates can be moved to any desired position and orientation within their workspace.
However, the extent of each hexapod’s workspace is limited by the length of the hexapod’s legs. Because of this limitation, there are sets of workpieces for which it is not
possible to compute the fixturing system layout so that all workpieces could be placed
onto the fixturing system without moving the hexapods’ base plates to different locations. For example, if the sizes of two workpieces are very different, then the distances
between anchor points will also be very different for both workpieces. In such cases it
is impossible to place the base plates of the hexapods in such a way that the hexapods’
top plates could reach the anchor points of both workpieces without moving the base
plates. The optimization process runs until it reaches the maximum allowed number of
iterations as specified by the user. Upon reaching this maximum, it alerts the user that
it could not satisfy all the specified constraints.
The criterion function applied in the developed optimization method was defined
to compute layouts where the workpieces are close to the poses specified by the production cell designer and the hexapods’ top plates are close to their neutral pose. Depending on the production task, a different criterion function could be selected. For
example, in a collaborative cell we could define a criterion function that takes into account different factors related to the well-being and performance of a human worker.
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Yet another possibility is to include the properties of a robot operating in the cell into
the optimization process. One should be aware, however, that the optimization problem becomes more complex and consequently more computationally expensive as the
number of variables increases.
Another important aspect to consider when integrating the hexapods into a production process is how the reconfiguration trajectories are generated. Because of the
kinematic constraints described above, computing such a trajectory is not trivial. If this
is not taken into account, the robot could follow a trajectory that would require the top
plate of the hexapod to move beyond its workspace before reaching the final desired
posture. This would result not only in the failure to achieve the autonomous configuration but could also damage the equipment. We address this challenge by computing a
reconfiguration trajectory that moves the top plate from its current posture to a posture
that is far from the kinematic limitations. Only when this posture is reached will the
robot proceed to move the top plate to a new desired configuration.
Integrating Programming by Demonstration (PbD) technologies into the setup and
reconfiguration streamline of manufacturing process has several benefits. Among others, it is intuitive and therefore more accessible to personnel without extensive robotics
knowledge (as advised by Brunoe et al. [13]). In this thesis, we demonstrated how
kinestethic guidance can be used for workcell calibration, teaching trajectories and
skill learning from multiple demonstrations. Based on arc-length DMPs (AL-DMP),
we developed a new robot skill generalization method that has clear advantages when
movements are demonstrated at different speeds. These advantages were demonstrated
in several experiments, both in simulated scenarios and on a real robot. The separation of the spatial and temporal component of motion provided by AL-DMP is also
beneficial for skill recognition. This was proven in numerous experiments.
The issue of speed variability of DMP has been addressed by other researchers
in the past. Most notably by Nemec et al. [71] and Vuga et al. [72]. The former
introduced a phase dependent scaling factor to the original DMP equations, which
essentially allowed them to non-uniformly speed up or slow down the integration of
the DMP and therefore the execution of a trajectory. The latter work, on the other hand,
laid down the groundwork for AL-DMP. The authors introduced a temporal scaling
function which encoded the speed profile of the trajectory and introduced it to modulate
the integration of the phase variable x. They used this approach to transfer the speed
profile of one trajectory to another. Our work, presented in this thesis, improves on
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these ideas by modifying the DMP equations to include the derivatives along the arclength of the original trajectory.
To further emphasize the relevance of the developed technologies for adaptive robot
workcells, we designed and built a fully functional prototype. Our work focused on
the synergies between the hardware and software modules to ensure a high degree
of reconfigurability, short setup times, and quick reactions to production changes.
Throughout the development of the cell design paradigms, we took into account the
characteristics of Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS). We paid significant
attention to improve affordability and ease of use of the overall system. We introduced
the concept of passive reconfigurable hardware components to achieve affordable and
autonomous reconfiguration. Further achievements presented in this work include the
integration of programming by demonstration practices into the process of setting up
workcells, the standardization of hardware interfaces with the “Plug & Produce” connectors, hardware modularity supported by the ROS-based software architecture, and
the application of simulation in order to adapt and optimize the layout of the cell.
In a large system like the one described in this thesis, there are of course many
aspects that can be further improved. One important aspect is the overall safety of the
proposed robot workcell. As described, the system makes use of collaborative robots
that are certified to be safe to operate in proximity to human workers. However, the
developed passive reconfigurable components, which use the robot arm as the sensing
and actuation mechanism, do not necessarily share the safety features of a collaborative
robot. For example, the legs of the hexapods have a gap between them that can change
significantly and unpredictably when it is moved by a robot. This has the potential of
harming a person’s finger and represents a safety hazard for the person unaware of this
risk. A possible solution for this specific issue would be a protective membrane that
would cover the legs of the fixture without hindering its flexibility. When designing
such safety solutions, it is important to maintain the high degree of reconfigurability
of the overall system. It is important to note that the intended use of this system
envisages the human direct proximity only in the reconfiguration phase. During this
phase the human is often in direct contact with the robot, e. g. during kinesthetic
teaching. During the teaching process the robot remains passive as it is in the gravity
compensation mode. This in turn means that the robot does not move unexpectedly but
only if the operator applies physical force to it.
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The scientific relevance of the work presented in this thesis is supported by the
following publications in peer-reviewed journals and conferences:
• T. Gašpar, B. Ridge, R. Bevec, M. Bem, I. Kovač, A. Ude, Ž. Gosar, “Rapid
hardware and software reconfiguration in a robotic workcell”, in 18th International Conference on Advanced Robotics (ICAR), Hong Kong, pp. 229–236,
2017.
• M. Bem, M. Deniša, T. Gašpar, J. Jereb, R. Bevec, I. Kovač, A. Ude, “Reconfigurable fixture evaluation for use in automotive light assembly”, in 18th International Conference on Advanced Robotics (ICAR), Hong Kong, pp. 61–67,
2017.
• B. Ridge, T. Gaspar, A. Ude, “Rapid state machine assembly for modular robot
control using meta-scripting, templating and code generation”, in IEEE-RAS
17th International Conference on Humanoid Robotics (Humanoids), Birmingham, pp. 661–668, 2017.
• T. Gašpar, B. Nemec, J. Morimoto, A. Ude, “Skill learning and action recognition by arc-length dynamic movement primitives”, in Robotics and Autonomous
Systems, vol. 100, pp. 225–235, 2018.
• T. Gašpar, M. Deniša, P. Radanovič, B. Ridge, T. R. Savarimuthu, A. Kramberger, M. Priggemeyer, J. Roßmann, F. Wörgötter, T. Ivanovska, S. Parizi,
Ž. Gosar, I. Kovač, A. Ude, “Smart hardware integration with advanced robot
programming technologies for efficient reconfiguration of robot workcells”, in
Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, vol. 66, 2020.
• T. Gašpar, I. Kovač, A. Ude, “Optimal layout and reconfiguration of a fixturing system constructed from passive Stewart platforms”, submitted to a journal,
2020.
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Appendix A

A.1

Auxiliary mathematics

To facilitate the reproduction of results presented in this thesis, we provide here the
formulas used to compute inverse kinematics of the Stewart platform via spherical
coordinates, Euler angles and quaternions used to represent orientation, and the matrix
logarithm used to compute the distance between two orientations.

A.1.1

Spherical coordinates

Given a point in three-dimensional space expressed in Cartesian coordinates [x, y, z],
Cartesian to spherical
the mapping to spherical coordinates [x, y, z] −−−−−−−−−−→ [d, ρ, ψ] is defined as
follows:
p

x2 + y2 + z 2 ,
y
,
ρ = arctan
x
!
p
x2 + y 2
ψ = arctan
.
z
d =

A.1.2

(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)

Euler angles

Euler angles represent orientation as a combination of three elemental rotations around
the coordinate axes. There are twelve possible sequences of elemental rotations to
express general orientation [110]. We chose the rotations around the x−y−z sequence
of rotation axes. The function f Eul , which maps the 6-D pose p = [x, y, z, α, β, γ]T
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into a homogeneous transformation matrix, is defined as:

f

Eul



(p) = 

"
=

cβ cγ
−cβ sγ
sβ
cα sγ + cγ sα sβ cα cγ − sα sβ sγ −cβ sα
sα sγ − c α c γ sβ c γ sα + c α sβ sγ c α c β
0
0
0
#
R(p) t(p)
,
0
1

x
y
z
1







(A.4)

where s∗ and c∗ denote the sines and cosines of Euler angles α, β and γ.
We also provide the conversion in the opposite direction, i. e. the conversion of the
rotation matrix R,


r11 r12 r13


(A.5)
R =  r21 r22 r23  ,
r31 r32 r33
into Euler angles α, β, and γ,
β = arcsin(r13 ),


−r23
,
α = arctan
r33


−r12
.
γ = arctan
r11

(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)

The above equations are valid only for −1 < r13 < 1. To calculate the Euler angles
also for r13 = ±1, we fix γ = 0 and use the following equations
β = arcsin(r13 ),

(A.9)


α = sign(β) arctan
γ = 0.

A.1.3

r21
r22


,

(A.10)
(A.11)

Quaternions

Unit quaternions provide a singularity-free, non-minimal representation of orientation
with four parameters. Each unit quaternion q ∈ S3 ⊂ R4 consists of scalar part v ∈ R
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and vector part u ∈ R3 , where S3 is a unit sphere in R4 . Let T ∈ R4×4 ,


r11 r12 r13 x
 r

 21 r22 r23 y 
T=
,
 r31 r32 r33 z 
0
0
0 1
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be a homogeneous matrix specifying the pose. It can be transformed into quaternion
representation by the following mapping:
 
x
 
 y 
 
quat

f
(T) = 
(A.13)
 z ,
 
 v 
u
where
1√
1 + r11 + r22 + r33 ,
2

T
r32 − r23 r13 − r31 r21 − r12
,
,
u =
.
4v
4v
4v
v =

(A.14)
(A.15)

We use Shepperd’s algorithm [111] to resolve the singularity at v = 0.
A.1.4

Logarithmic mapping of a rotation matrix

The rotation matrix logarithm is defined as follows [112]
h
iT

 0, 0, 0
, R=I
log(R) =
,

θn
n,
otherwise




r32 − r23
trace(R) − 1
1


θ = arccos
,n=
 r13 − r31  .
2
2 sin (θ)
r21 − r12

(A.16)

The components of log(R) ∈ R3 are called exponential coordinates of R. This representation of orientation is commonly referred to as axis-angle representation. Note that
k log(R)k = |θ| because n is a unit vector. For θ = ±π we cannot compute n using
the above formula because in this case, off-diagonal terms do not provide information
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about the rotation axis (which is nevertheless defined up to a sign ambiguity). However, we can still compute k log(R)k = | arccos(−1)| = π. Thus the norm k log(R)k
is defined for all R ∈ SO(3), where SO(3) is the group of all rotations about the origin
of three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 . It can be used to define a metric on SO(3),
d(R1 , R2 ) = k log(R2 RT
1 )k. Note that d(I, R) = k log(R)k.

A.2

Trajectory generation algorithms

For the sake of completeness, we provide the mathematical formulation of the trajectory generation algorithms that were implemented in the low-level real-time robot
controller described in Sec. 2.2.3.

A.2.1

Point-to-point movements in joint space following trapezoidal velocity
profile

Joint space trajectories with trapezoidal velocity profiles consist of three phases. In
the initial phase, the robot accelerates to achieve the desired velocity. This velocity is
maintained in the second phase, where the robot moves with constant velocity. In the
third phase, the robot decelerates so that the motion stops when the robot reaches the
desired final configuration. The initial acceleration is usually selected as the highest
acceleration allowed by the robot. Equivalently, the desired velocity is usually set to the
highest velocity the robot can maintain across its workspace. In order to generate such
a trajectory, the following information is required for each joint: the initial and final
joint angles (θi and θf ), the desired (maximal) velocity (θ̇c ) and the desired (maximal)
acceleration (θ̈c ). Note that the desired joint velocity and acceleration must be specified
with the correct sign.
First we define some auxiliary variables:

tc =

θ̇c
,
θ̈c

tf = tc +

(A.17)
θf − θi
.
θ̇c

(A.18)
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The desired trajectory for the joint angle, here denoted by θ(t), moving from θi to θf
in time tf is then calculated as follows:


θi + 12 θ̈c t2 , 0 ≤ t ≤ tc




.
θ(t) =
θi + θ̇c t − t2c , tc < t < tf − tc



 θ − 1 θ̈ (t − t )2 , t − t ≤ t ≤ t
f
f
f
c
f
2 c
A.2.2

(A.19)

Specification of minimum jerk point-to-point & SLERP trajectories

Minimum jerk point to point movements between two positions in Cartesian space
with zero initial and final velocities and accelerations result in straight lines spatial
paths with speed profiles defined by a fifth order polynomial. Note that a straight line
is the shortest path between two points in space. Equivalently, a SLERP trajectory
defines the shortest path between two orientations in the orientation space. To define
such trajectories, the following data needs to be available:




T T
T T
• the initial pose tT
and the final pose tT
, where ti , tf ∈ R3 respeci , qi
f , qf
tively denote the initial and final position and qi , qf ∈ S3 ⊂ R4 the initial and
final orientation expressed as unit quaternions, and
• the desired travel time T .
We write

  T T T

T
T T
pminJrk (t; tT
, tf , qf , T ) = t(t; ti , tf , T )T , q(t; qi , qf , T )T . (A.20)
i , qi
Next, we first provide the formulas for the position trajectory t(t), followed by the
formulas for SLERP trajectory q(t) expressed in the space of unit quaternions.

A.2.2.1

Minimum jerk position trajectory

Given the initial and final positions ti , tf ∈ R3 , the minimum jerk position trajectory
t(t) ∈ R3 is given by a fifth order polynomial
t(t; ti , tf , T ) = a6 t5 + a5 t4 + a4 t3 + a3 t2 + a2 t + a1 ,

(A.21)
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with the coefficients computed as follows:
a 1 = ti ,

(A.22)

a2 = 0,

(A.23)

a3 = 0,
10(tf − ti )
a4 =
,
T3
15(tf − ti )
a5 = −
,
T4
6(tf − ti )
.
a6 =
T5

(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
(A.27)

Here ai ∈ R3 , ∀i. Note that

t(t; ti , tf , T ) = ti + (tf − ti ) 6 (t/T )5 − 15 (t/T )4 + 10 (t/T )3 .
A.2.2.2

(A.28)

SLERP trajectory

Given the initial and final orientations qi , qf ∈ S3 , a SLERP trajectory is defined as
follows:
q(t; qi , qf , T ) = ϑ1 (t)qi + ϑ2 (t)qf , 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
(A.29)
where
sin ((1 − s(t)) θ)
,
sin(θ)
sin (s(t)θ)
ϑ2 (t) =
,
sin(θ)
ϑ1 (t) =

(A.30)
(A.31)

and θ is equal to the half of the rotation angle needed to rotate qi to qf . It can be
calculated as
θ = arccos(v), (v, u) = qf ∗ qi , v ∈ R, u ∈ R3 ,
(A.32)
where ∗ denotes the quaternion product and the quaternion conjugation. Note that q
and −q represent the same orientation but two different points on the unit sphere S3 .
To compute the shortest path in SO(3), we need to select the quaternion (qf or −qf )
closer to qi . If v ≥ 0, then qf is closer to qi , otherwise we replace qf with −qf . This
way, v is always non-negative.
The temporal course of motion is determined by a monotonously increasing function s(t) ∈ R, 0 ≤ s(t) ≤ 1, s(0) = 0, s(T ) = 1. A good choice is the fifth order
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polynomial that provides the speed profile for minimum minimum jerk trajectories
s(t) = 6 (t/T )5 − 15 (t/T )4 + 10 (t/T )3 .

(A.33)

It can be shown that q(t) ∈ S3 , ∀t.
Since ṡ(0) = s̈(0) = ṡ(T ) = s̈(T ) = 0, the robot is at rest with zero angular
velocity and acceleration at the beginning and the end of motion. The angular velocity
ω at time t can be computed using the formula
ω (t) = 2 q̇(t) ∗ q(t),

(A.34)

where q(t) is defined as in (A.29),
q̇(t) = ϑ̇1 (t)qi + ϑ̇2 (t)qf ,
cos ((1 − s(t)) θ)
ϑ̇1 (t) = −
ṡ(t)θ,
sin(θ)
cos (s(t)θ)
ṡ(t)θ,
ϑ̇2 (t) =
sin(θ)

(A.35)
(A.36)
(A.37)

and s(t) is defined as in (A.33).
A.2.3

Dynamic movement primitives

A point-to-point motion y(t) ∈ Rd of a robot with d degrees of freedom can be specified by a second-order system of nonlinear differential equations [50]
τ ż = αz (βz (g − y) − z) + F(x),

(A.38)

τ ẏ = z,

(A.39)

where z ∈ Rd is equal to the scaled velocity of motion, g ∈ Rd is the final value of y
on the trajectory, F is a nonlinear forcing term, and x ∈ R is the phase variable defined
as
τ ẋ = −αx x.
(A.40)
Phase x has been introduced to avoid explicit time dependency. It is fully defined by
setting αx > 0 and x(0) = 1. Eq. system (A.38) – (A.40) constitutes a dynamic
movement primitive (DMP). By properly selecting constants τ, αz , βz ∈ R, e. g. τ > 0
and αz = 4βz , the linear part of equation system (A.38) – (A.39) becomes critically
damped and y, z monotonically converge to a unique attractor point at y = g, z = 0
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[50]. The forcing term F(x) is usually defined by a linear combination of radial basis
functions
PN
2
0
i=1 wi Ψi (x)
x,
Ψ
(x)
=
exp
−h
(x
−
c
)
,
(A.41)
F(x) = diag(g − y ) P
i
i
i
N
i=1 Ψi (x)
where ci are the centers of Gaussians distributed along the phase of the movement, hi
their widths, and diag(g − y 0 ) ∈ Rd×d denotes a diagonal matrix with components
of vector g − y 0 on the diagonal. The role of F is to adapt the dynamics of (A.38)
– (A.39) to the desired trajectory, thus enabling the system to reproduce any smooth
movement from the initial position y 0 ∈ Rd to the final configuration g. This can be
accomplished by computing the free parameters wi ∈ Rd so that the desired behavior
is achieved.

Appendix B

B.1

Etended Summary in Slovene

B.1.1

Uvod

Iskanje načinov povečanja učinkovitosti proizvodnje je že od nekdaj gonilna sila človeškega razvoja. Višja učinkovitost pomeni, da lahko blago proizvedemo z manjšo
količino porabljenih virov. Dotični viri niso le materialni ali časovni ampak se nanašajo tudi na obremenitev človeka. Slednje je bilo tudi navedeno kot ena glavnih
motivacij pri razvoju prvega industrijskega robota proti kuncu 60. letih prejšnjega stoletja [1]. Zato ne preseneča, da je bil prvi robot nameščen v livarni, kjer je bila njegova
naloga prekladanje vročih ulitkov. Opravilo, ki je sicer zelo naporno ter nevarno za
človeka. Od takrat je robotika kot znanstvena in industrijska panoga doživela razcvet.
Ocenjuje se, da je v svetu že več kot 3,2 milijona robotov nameščenih v industrijskih
obratih [2]. Večina teh je nameščenih v tovarnah, kjer skozi daljše časovno obdobje
opravljajo ponavljajoče se naloge ter posledično tudi gibe. Strojna oprema nameščena
v njihovi okolici in sam program, ki skrbi za usklajevanje robotskih gibov, se redko
spreminjata. Tak način uporabe robotov je seveda smiseln v tovarnah, kjer ostajajo
parametri proizvodnega ves čas enaki. Stanje pa je drugačno v obratih, kjer se zaradi same narave proizvedenih izdelkov ali pritiskov globalne konkurence spremembe
dogajajo pogosteje. Stopnja avtomatizacije je v takih proizvodnih obratih praviloma
nižja, saj je človek, v primerjavi z industrijskimi stroji, bolj spreten in se lažje prilagaja
spremembam. To pa je seveda v nasprotju s prej navedenim ciljem o razbremenitvi človeka. Zato je naš cilj razvoj proizvodnih celic, ki bodo zagotavljale podobne lastnosti,
t. j. visoka stopnja prilagodljivosti spremembam parametrov proizvodnega procesa.
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Proizvodne sisteme, ki so načrtovani in izdelani tako, da so čim bolj učinkoviti pri
proizvajanju velikega števila enega ali ozkega nabora izdelkov, imenujemo Namenski
proizvodni sistemi (NPS). Korak v smeri izdelave bolj prilagodljivih sistemov so t. i.
Fleksibilni proizvodni sistemi (FPS). Fleksibilnost sistemu omogoča prilagoditve na
pričakovane spremembe. Primer takega sistema je robotsko varjenje, kjer robot svojo
trajektorijo prilagodi na podlagi strojnega vida [4]. Tak sistem je delno prilagodljiv,
vendar pa naloga robota, t. j. varjenje, skozi njegovo življenjsko dobo ostaja enaka.
Koren idr. [5] so zato proti koncu 90. let predlagali nov koncept načrtovanja in izdelave proizvodnih sistemov. Avtorji pravijo, da v kolikor se želi uspešno spopasti s
pogostimi spremembami globalnega trga, morajo proizvodni sistemi zagotavljati hitro
in učinkovito prilagodljivost tako po kapaciteti kot tudi po funkcionalnost. Za sisteme,
ki izpolnjujejo te smernice so avtorji predlagali ime Rekonfigurabilni proizvodni sistem (RPS). Od takrat so RPS deležni velike pozornosti znotraj raziskovalne skupnosti
[6, 3, 7, 8].
Kljub mnogoterim prednostim, ki jih imajo RPS v primerjavi z bolj namenskimi
sistemi, je njihova razširjenost v industriji sorazmerno skopa. To velja tudi za take
proizvodne obrate, ki bi na prvi pogled imeli največjo korist od vzpostavitve tovrstnih
sistemov. To gre pripisati predvsem večji kompleksnosti ter splošno manjši kapaciteti
RPS v primerjavi z NPS in FPS [11]. Z večjo kompleksnostjo sistema naraste tudi
strošek njegove implementacije, kar je tudi eden od razlogov za manjšo pogostost RPS
v industriji [20, 21]. Visoki stroški implementacije pa ne izhajajo le iz cene strojne
in programske opreme, ampak tudi iz časa porabljenega na zasnovi ter implementaciji
takega sistem. Ravno to pa so izzivi, katerim se posvečamo v pričujoči temi.
Eden od pogostejših gradnikov, ki so prisotni v robotskih celicah, so vpenjala. Namenjena so čvrstemu vpetju obdelovancev in zagotavljanju natančnega pozicioniranja,
da lahko robot uspešno izvede obdelovalne operacije. Običajno so vpenjala narejena
namensko za vsakega obdelovanca posebej. Postopek načrtovanja in izdelave namenskih vpenjal je lahko zelo dolgotrajen, predvsem pa ni v skladu z RMS konceptom.
Alternativa namenskim vpenjalom so rekonfigurabilna vpenjala, ki jih lahko razdelimo
v dve skupini: modularna ter prilagodljiva [23]. Modularna vpenjala so sestavljena iz
več osnovnih gradnikov, ki se jih lahko sestavi v poljubne konfiguracije. Prilagodljiva
vpenjala pa so običajno že sestavljeni mehanizmi z eno ali več stopnjami prostosti.
Avtonomna (re)konfiguracija takih vpenjal se doseže z vpeljavo bodisi njihovih internih ali eksternih pogonov [24, 25]. Predlagana sta bila dva podobna koncepta pasivnih
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prilagodljivih vpenjal, ki sta zasnovana na Stewartovem mehanizmu, po predlogu Gödl
idr. [26] ter Jonsson idr. [27]. Ker sta mehanizma pasivna (t. j. nimata ne pogonov
in ne senzorjev) se njuna avtomatska rekonfiguracija izvede z robotsko roko, ki je že
prisotna v celici. Rešitvi sta si med seboj podobni. Prednost prvega mehanizma, ki
ga imenujemo heksapod, so posebej razviti sferični sklepi, ki zagotavljajo minimalno
zračnosti [28]. Za vpetje obdelovancev kompleksnih geometrij je potrebno uporabiti
sistem več heksapodov. Težava pa je, da je delovni prostor heksapodov omejen, kar
zmanjšuje njihovo vsestransko uporabo. To pomeni, da je potrebno prilagajati lego
znotraj celice za vsak heksapod posebej, ker se izkaže kot zelo zahtevno opravilo.
Podoben izziv predstavlja prilagoditev metod za učenje robotskih gibov, da bodo
omogočali, skladno s paradigmo rekonfigurabilnih proizvodnih sistemov, hiter odziv
na spremembe. Programiranje robotov se v industrijskih okoljih običajno izvaja bodisi
z uporabo priloženega vmesnika ali pa preko simulacijskega okolja. Oba postopka sta
še vedno precej neintuitivna, časovno potratna ter zahtevata visok nivo strokovnega
znanja. Bolj intuitiven pristop programiranja robotskih gibov je učenje s kinestetičnim
vodenjem, kjer se robota premika po prostoru neposredno z rokami [113, 41]. Sodobni
sodelujoči roboti (ang. collaborative robots) omogočajo tovrstno vodenje, bodisi preko
vgrajenih senzorjev, ki zaznavajo silo s katero človek deluje nanj (admitančno vodenje)
ali pa z vodenjem preko dinamičnega modela [48, 49]. Med vodenjem robota po želeni
trajektoriji zajemamo podatke kot so npr. koti v sklepih, hitrosti, pospeški, kontaktne
sile, itd. Tako zajete trajektorije je potrebno zapisati v parametrični obliki, saj s tem
dosežemo bolj kompakten opis, možnost enostavnega prilagajanja in možnost uporabe
metod strojnega učenja. Ena od možnosti je zapis trajektorije kot dinamičen elementarni gib, ang. Dynamic Movement Primitives - DMP [51]. To je sistem nelinearnih
diferencialnih enačb, ki zagotavlja gladko sledenje naučeni robotski trajektoriji od začetne do končne lege. Dinamični elementarni gibi so primerni za zapis tako diskretnih
kot periodičnih gibov, za učenje robotskih operacij v stiku z okolico, razvrščanje gibov
in statistično učenje [50]. Statistično učenje se uporablja takrat, ko pričakujemo manjše
spremembe v zadani nalogi in lahko v naprej predvidimo, znotraj katerega območja se
bodo spremembe dogajale. Za uporabo statističnih metod moramo zajeti večje število
uspešno izvedenih vzorčnih izvedb naloge. Z naborom vzorčnih trajektorij lahko na to
generiramo nove trajektorije.
Uspešnost statističnega učenja pa je seveda odvisna od baze naučenih gibov. Če se
hitrosti demonstriranih trajektorij v bazi med seboj zelo razlikujejo, bodo na časovni
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osi pozicijski deli trajektorije med seboj zelo različni. To pa ima nezaželen vpliv na
rezultat statističnega učenja. Metode za časovno poravnavo trajektorij zajetih med
človeškimi demonstracijami so bile že uporabljene v te namene [68, 67]. Drugi avtorji
so obravnavali časovno raztezanje dinamičnih elementarnih gibov [71, 72]. Naš pristop
k reševanju te problematike pa temelji na ločitvi prostorske in časovne komponente
zapisanih gibov in njihovi ločeni obravnavi.
Namen disertacije je predstavitev razvitih tehnologij in metod, za hitro postavitev
prilagodljivih robotskih celic. V nadaljevanju bomo najprej predstavili primer prilagodljive celice. Med njeno izdelavo in načrtovanjem smo razvili inovativne tehnične
koncepte in rešitve, ki omogočajo njeno hitro postavitev in prilagoditev [73, 74]. Razvili smo tudi metodo za optimizacijo postavitve prej omenjenih pasivnih prilagodljivih
vpenjal tako, da omogočamo vpetje različnih obdelovancev in robotsko podprto rekonfiguracijo [75]. Da bi dodatno izboljšali ter pohitrili učenje robotskih gibov in posledično skrajšali čas programiranja robota, smo razvili metodo statističnega učenja, ki
temelji na dinamičnih elementarnih gibih po naravnem parametru [76]. Prednost predlagane metode je, da sta prostorski ter časovni potek trajektorije ločeno zapisana, kar
ima pozitiven učinek tako na statistično učenje ter razpoznavanje gibov.
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Paradigme načrtovanja prilagodljivih robotskih celic

Da bi lahko ovrednotili koncepte, ki smo jih razvili v okviru disertacije, smo zgradili
prilagodljivo robotsko celico (slika B.1). Med načrtovanjem smo posvečali veliko pozornosti dobri sinergiji med strojno in programsko opremo. Izbor ter zasnova strojne
opreme ima velik vpliv na obliko celice, njeno čvrstost, končno ceno in nenazadnje tudi
na kvaliteto obdelave. Po drugi strani pa lahko programska oprema in njeno načrtovanje vpliva na zanesljivost in enostavnost uporabe celice kot sistema. V tem poglavju
bomo predstavili razvite strojne in programske tehnologije, ki pripomorejo k hitrejši
postavitvi in prilagoditvi robotskih celic.

Slika B.1: Prilagodljiva robotska celica med sestavljanjem avtomobilske luči. Luč je
vpeta v sistem prilagodljivih vpenjal, kar omogoča sestavljanje tudi različnih modelov luči. Sestavljena iz jeklenih profilov, gradniki pa se vanjo vključujejo s posebej
razvitimi priključki tipa “Priklopi in proizvajaj” (ang. Plug and Produce).
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Strojni vidik prilagodljivosti

Med načrtovanjem robotske celice je zelo pomembno, da upoštevamo njeno umestitev
v prostor proizvodnega obrata. RPS koncept narekuje zmožnost hitre spremembe namembnosti robotske celice. To med drugim pomeni, da lahko njene periferne gradnike
zamenjamo hitro in učinkovito. Enako seveda velja za celotno ogrodje celice. Ogrodje
robotske celice je osnovni gradnik, ki povezuje vso periferno strojno opremo ter robota v zaključeno celoto in določa tudi njeno obliko. Ogrodje mora biti seveda čvrsto,
da ne pride do deformacij med proizvodnim procesom, saj bi negativno vplivale na
kvaliteto končnega izdelka. Hkrati, pa mora dopuščati, da se ogrodje po potrebi hitro
prilagodi nenadnim spremembam. Da bi bili v skladu s temi zahtevami, smo celico
sestavili iz jeklenih profilov, ki so med seboj povezani s tehnologijo Box Joint [77].
Izvor te tehnologije je v letalski industriji in temelji na pozicioniranju jeklenih profilov
med pravokotnimi ploščami. Slednje so med seboj pričvrščene z vijaki. Ker ogrodje
ni zavarjeno, ga lahko po potrebi razstavimo in sestavimo v novo željeno obliko.
Funkcionalnost celice določajo posamezni gradniki v njej. Robot je seveda eden
od teh gradnikov, vendar sam po sebi ne mora izvesti vseh proizvodnih operacij. Gradniki, kot so vpenjala, preše, primeži, sistem za računalniški vid, itd., obogatijo celico
z dodatnimi funkcionalnostmi in zagotovijo, da se lahko predviden proizvodni proces
v njej uspešno zaključi. V našem raziskovalnem delu smo preučili kako lahko te gradnike, posledično tudi funkcionalnost celice, zamenjamo hitro in učinkovito. Razvili
smo poseben priključek po vzoru smernic, ki jih v svojem delu predstavijo Arai idr.
[14]. Avtorji pravijo, da morajo gradniki biti zastavljeni kot samozadostni moduli, ki
nudijo celici svojo funkcionalnost hitro po tem, ko se vanjo priključijo. Razviti priključek zagotavlja tog priklop modula ter mu nudi vse potrebne vire za njegovo delovanje:
napajanje, stisnjen zrak ter komunikacijske kanale. S tem smo vpeljali možnost hitre
zamenjave modulov ter posledično hitre spremembe funkcionalnost celice. Tak način
priklopa pa ni omejen samo na module celice. Uporabimo ga lahko tudi za učinkovito zamenjavo robotskih orodij. Robot lahko tako samostojno menja svoja orodja po
potrebi in v odvisnosti od trenutne zadane naloge.
V uvodu smo izpostavili, da ima končna cena rešitve vpliv na to, ali bo rešitev sploh
deležna zanimanja industrije. Med spopadanjem s tem izzivom smo razvili nov koncept rekonfigurabilnih gradnikov celice in sicer t. i. pasivni rekonfigurabilni element.
Gonilni koncept takih elementov je, da so izdelani brez pogonov in brez senzorjev,
kar jih bistveno poenostavi in posledično tudi poceni. Avtonomna rekonfiguracija ta-
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kih elementov pa se doseže z uporabo robota, ki pa je že prisoten v robotski celici.
Med našim raziskovalnim delom smo jih razvili tri: pasivno linearno stopnjo, pasivno
rotacijsko mizico ter pasivna prilagodljiva vpenjala.
B.1.2.2

Programski vidik prilagodljivosti

Zgolj zagotavljanje prilagoditvenih sposobnosti celice iz mehanskega vidika ni dovolj,
da zadostimo konceptu RPS. Te sposobnosti morajo biti podprte tudi s strani programske opreme. Za uspešno izvedbo proizvodnega procesa je potrebno zagotoviti usklajeno krmiljenje vseh gradnikov, ki so prisotni v celici. Višjenivojski krmilni sistem
skrbi, da se posamezni gradniki celice aktivirajo glede na potek proizvodne naloge
(npr. robotski premik, stisk preše, rekonfiguracija vpenjal, itd.). V prejšnjem poglavju
smo pojasnili, da se mora funkcionalnost celice prilagajati spremembam proizvodnih
parametrov. To smo dosegli z omogočanjem hitre zamenjave modulov v celici. Ob
priključitvi modula v celico se mora le ta identificirati višjenivojskemu krmilniku,
da lahko slednji z modulom upravlja. Ker so moduli lahko med seboj zelo različni,
moramo uporabiti univerzalen protokol komunikacije. V ta namen smo programsko
arhitekturo prilagodljive robotske celice zasnovali na ROS-u (ang. Robot Operating
System). ROS je odprtokodno okolje, ki združuje programske knjižnice, orodja ter
konvencije namenjene poenostavitvi razvijanja robotskih rešitev. V kontekstu prilagodljive robotske celice nam ROS omogoča, da komunikacija med vsemi gradniki celice
poteka nemoteno po enakem standardu.
Ko so vsi moduli priklopljeni v celico, tako fizično kot tudi programsko, se lahko
začne z naslednjim korakom priprave celice, in sicer njenemu programiranju. Da bi
tudi ta postopek pohitrili ter poenostavili, smo razvili programski paket za programiranje na osnovi končnih avtomatov stanj. Med izvedbo ta avtomat krmili module ter
robota. Informacija o tem, kakšen gib mora robot naredit se prebere iz podatkovne
baze. Prednost takega pristopa je, da kadar želimo spremenit gib robota, ni potrebno
ponovno programirati avtomata stanj. Dovolj je le spremeniti ustrezen podatek v podatkovni bazi. Gibe robota pa lahko zajamemo preko kinestetičnega vodenja robota.
B.1.3

Optimizacija postavitve pasivnih prilagodljivih vpenjal

Pasivna prilagodljiva vpenjala v obliki Stewartovih platform nam omogočajo vpetje
različnih obdelovancev (slika B.2). Mehanizem sestavljata baza ter zgornja plošča,
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povezani s šestimi nogami (heksapod). Baza je običajno pričvrščena na ogrodje celice,
na zgornjo ploščo pa pritrdimo vpenjalne elemente (npr. centrirniki, spone, itd.). Zgrajeni so brez senzorjev ali aktuatorjev, kar znatno zniža njihovo ceno ter kompleksnost.
Vpenjala morajo biti toga, da zagotovijo čvrsto vpetje obdelovanca. To zagotavljajo
hidravlične zavore v nogah ter posebni kardanski zglobi z minimalno zračnostjo. Vpenjala se lahko avtonomno rekonfigurira z uporabo robotske roke. Paralelni mehanizmi,
kar ta vpenjala so, imajo omejen delovni prostor. Zato je iskanje postavitve, kjer je
rekonfiguracija z robotom možna, zahtevna naloga. Da bi ta postopek skrajšali ter
avtomatizirali, smo razvili metodo, ki optimizira njihovo postavitev v delovni prostor
robota, upoštevajoč različnih omejitev.
Za začetek je potrebno opisati kinematično verigo med sistemom N heksapodov
in M obdelovancev. Sklicujoč se na sliko B.3 lahko zapišemo sledečo kinematično
verigo za i-ti hekpsapod ter j-ti obdelovanec
−1 −1
Ti,j = B−1
i Wj Ai,j Di,j (ϑi,j ) Ci .

(B.1)

To je enačba homogenih transformacijskih matrik, ki opisujejo transformacije med različnimi koordinatnimi sistemi. Kontakt med vpenjalnim elementom na zgornji plošči
heksapoda ter točko vpetja na obdelovancu ni nujno enoznačen. Lahko se zgodi, da je
vpenjalni element koničen ter točka vpetja luknja. V tem primeru moramo dopuščati
različne orientacije. To zagotovimo z opisom transformacije Di,j (ϑi,j ) v odvisnosti od

Slika B.2: Sistem treh prilagodljivih vpenjal lahko uporabimo za vpetje dveh različnih
luči iz avtomobilske industrije, brez potrebe po premeščanju njihovih baz.
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Obdelovanec
𝐂𝑖
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𝐃𝑖,𝑗

𝐀𝑖,𝑗
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𝑐𝑖

𝐓𝑖,𝑗

𝜙𝑡,𝑘

𝐖𝑗

𝜙𝑏,𝑘
𝑑𝑘

Heksapod
𝑏𝑖
𝑜

𝐁𝑖
Slika B.3: Kinematična veriga me j-tim obdelovancem in i-tim heksapodom.
kota zasuka ϑi,j okoli z osi točke vpetja. Transformaciji Ai,j in Ci sta konstantni in
določeni na podlagi CAD modela obdelovanca ter heksapoda. Da lahko uporabimo
zgoraj zapisano verigo za izračun Ti,j , je torej potrebno poiskati sledeče parametre:
Bi , Wj in ϑi,j . Pridobimo jih lahko z uporabo nelinearnih optimizacijskih metod, kot
je recimo metoda notranjih točk [87]. Ker je definicija teh parametrov rezultat optimizacije, jih zato imenujemo optimizacijske spremenljivke.
Da bi pridobljeni rezultati zagotavljali, da je Ti,j znotraj delovnega prostora heksapoda, je potrebno v optimizacijski problem opisat tudi kinematične omejitve. To smo
zagotovili s tem, da v vsaki iteraciji optimizacije preverimo ali so vrednosti notranjih
stanj heksapoda v določeni konfiguraciji znotraj želenega območja. Te spremenljivke
pa so: dolžina k-te noge dk , kot med k-to nogo ter spodnjo ploščo φb,k in kot med k-to
nogo ter zgornjo ploščo φt,k , kjer je k = 1 . . . 6. Za njihov izračun uporabimo inverzno
kinematiko paralelnega mehanizma [86]:
h
iT
= f IK
(B.2)
dk φt,k φb,k
k (T), k = 1, . . . , 6,
Poleg kinematičnih omejitev heksapodov lahko v optimizacijski postopek vključimo tudi druge omejitvnene pogoje. V našem delu smo preverili, kako določevanje
minimalne razdalje med dvema heksapodoma vpliva na to, da se njune baze ne prekrivajo. Ta omejitev zagotovi, da se baze heksapodov med seboj ne prekrivajo in zagotovi
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fizično izvedbo rezultirajoče postavitve. Pri tem je pomembno, da zagotovimo postavitev heksapodov ter obdelovancev znotraj delovnega območja robota. V ta namen smo
preizkusili omejevanje iskalnega prostora optimizacijskih spremenljivk. Med drugim
pa nam dopušča postavitve baze heksapodov na poljubno ravnino. Vpliv teh omejitev
lahko vidimo na sliki B.4. Dodatna omejitev, ki smo jo vključili, je izogibnje trkom
med heksapodi ter obdelovanci. Trke med dvema objektoma računamo s pomočjo metod računalniške grafike [88, 89]. To zagotavlja, da v končni postavitvi ne pride do
trkov med ogrodjem heksapoda ter obdelovancem. Vendar pa je potrebno preučiti,
kdaj je računanje trkov smiselno, kajti to znatno poveča čas računanja optimalne postavitve (v naših eksperimentih tudi za faktor 8,2). Pogosto je oblika obdelovancev
dovolj preprosta in omenjeno preverjane trkov ni smiselno. Poleg računanja trkov ima
velik vpliv na trajanje optimizacije tudi število heksapodov ter obdelovancev v samem
optimizacijskem primeru. Vpliv tega lahko vidimo na sliki B.5.
Predlagan optimizacijski postopek zagotavlja, da so pozicije baz heksapodov ter
pozicije obdelovancev določene tako, da je mogoče njihovo rekonfiguracijo avtomatizirati z robotom. Skladno z RPS konceptom smo na zgornjo ploščo heksapoda namestili moški del izmenjevalca orodij (ženski del je nameščen na vrhu robota). Na ta način
lahko robot izvede rekonfiguracijo, ne da bi bilo potrebno namestiti posebna orodja za
to. Sama rekonfiguracija pa poteka po sledečih korakih: 1) robot se z ženskim delom
izmenjevalca orodij priključi na moški del izmenjevalca orodij na vrhu heksapoda, 2)
zavore heksapoda se sprostijo in se s tem omogoči njegovo premikanje, 3) robot premakne zgornjo ploščo iz trenutne lege v vmesno točko ter nato v novo želeno lego, 4)

Slika B.4: Vpliv upoštevanja različnih omejitev na končno postavitev pridobljeno z
uporabo predlaganega optimizacijskega postopka. Z leve proti desni: brez dodatnih
omejitev, omejevanje iskalnega prostora spremenljivk, preprečevanje prekrivanja baz
v omejenem iskalnem prostoru spremenljivk.
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(a) Trajanje optimizacije.
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(b) Čas računanja vseh kriterijskih funkcij.

Slika B.5: Vpliv števila heksapodov (posledično točk vpetja) ter števila obdelovancev
na trajanje računanja optimizacije.
ko robot premakne zgornjo ploščo v novo lego, se zapore heksapoda aktivirajo, s čimer
se prepreči njegovo nadalnje premikanje, 5) robot izpusti zgornjo ploščo heksapoda.
Iz opisane sekvence je opaziti, da se premik zgornje plošče heksapoda iz ene v drugo
točko ne izvede neposredno. Robot premakne zgornjo ploščo najprej v vmesno točko.
Ta korak smo identificirali kot potreben, saj bi se sicer lahko zgodilo, da bi katera od
notranjih koordinat dosegla svoje omejitve. To je nazorno prikazano na sliki B.6.
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(a) Rekonfiguracija heksapoda z neposrednim premikom iz začetne v želeno lego.

(b) Rekonfiguracija heksapoda s premikom iz začetne v končno lego z vmesnim premikov v
središčno točko.

Slika B.6: Priporočljivo je, da se rekonfiguracija heksapoda izvede tako, da se njegovo
zgornjo ploščo najprej premakne v srednjo lego, šele na to v novo želeno lego. S tem
se izognemo potencialnim kršenjem omejitev notranjih koordinat heksapoda.

B.1.4

Dinamični elementarni gibi po naravnem parametru

Robotsko trajektorijo z d stopnjami prostosti, zajeto med kinestetičnim vodenjem robota, y(t) ∈ Rd lahko zapišemo s sistemom diferencialnih enačb drugega reda:
τ ż = αz (βz (g − y) − z) + F(x),

(B.3)

τ ẏ = z.

(B.4)

V enačbi je z ∈ Rd pomožna spremenljivka, ki ima lastnosti pospeška, τ je časovna
konstanta, ki je običajno definirana kot trajanje celotne trajektorije, g ∈ Rd je končna
točka, αz in βz sta ojačanji, y je trenutna pozicija, F(x) pa je nelinearni sledilni člen.
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Slednjega zapišemo kot linearno kombinacijo baznih radialnih funkcij:
PN

0
i=1 wi Ψi (x)
x, Ψi (x) = exp −hi (x − ci )2 ,
F(x) = diag(g − y ) P
N
i=1 Ψi (x)

(B.5)

kjer je N število uteži, wi so uteži posameznih radialnih baznih funkcij, x pa fazna
spremenljivka definirana s sledečo diferencialno enačbo
τ ẋ = −αx x

(B.6)

Zapis trajektorije kot dinamični elementarni gib (DMP) se je izkazal kot zelo učinkovit pri nalogah generacije in krmiljenja robotskih gibov [50]. DMP lahko uporabimo
za klasifikacijo gibov ter statistično učenje. Ko trajektorijo zapišemo kot DMP, se te
statistične in klasifikacijske operacije izvajajo na naučenih utežeh wi iz enačbe (B.5).
Tukaj nastopi težava, saj imajo lahko demonstrirane trajektorije med seboj drugačen
časovni potek oz. so bile demonstrirane z drugačnim hitrostnim profilom. To pa seveda
negativno vpliva na uspešnost oz. kvaliteto klasifikacije in statističnega učenja.
K temu izzivu smo pristopili z vpeljavo metod iz diferencialne geometrije krivulj
[94], in sicer zapis trajektorije v odvisnosti od naravnega parametra namesto od časa.
V našem primeru je naravni parameter dolžina poti trajektorije y(t) in ga definiramo
kot
Z
t

kẏ(u)kdu.

s(t) =

(B.7)

0

Celotna dolžina poti L na časovnem intervalu [0, T ] se izračuna kot
Z T
kẏ(t)kdt.
L=

(B.8)

0

Dalje lahko izpeljemo časovni odvod poti s(t)
ṡ(t) = kẏ(t)k.

(B.9)

Trajektorije s hitrostjo večjo kot nič, t. j. ṡ > 0, lahko zapišemo v odvisnosti od
naravnega parametra brez večjih težav [94]. V kolikor pa obstajajo odseki trajektorije,
kjer to ne velja, je potrebno trajektorijo segmentirati tako, da se te dele izvzame iz učne
baze. V [94] pokažejo, da ima trajektorija zapisana po naravnem parametru enotino
hitrost, in sicer:
dy
ky 0 (s)k =
= 1.
(B.10)
ds
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Zatorej velja sledeče:
parametru.

Rs
0

ky 0 (s)kds =

Rs
0

ds = s, kjer 0 označuje odvod po naravnem

Sedaj lahko izpeljemo enačbe dinamičnih elementarnih gibov (B.3) – (B.6) po naravnem parametru namesto po času:
Lz 0 = αz (βz (g − y) − z) + F(x),

(B.11)

Ly 0 = z,

(B.12)

Lx0 = −αx x,

(B.13)

Zapis smo poimenovali dinamični elementarni gibi po naravnem parametru, v angleščini arc-length dynamic movement primitives – AL-DMP.
Časovno konstanto τ iz prvotnih enačb je sedaj zamenjala dolžina poti L, ki se
izračuna z integracijo enačbe (B.8). Sedaj je še potrebno dopolnit enačbo (B.6), in
sicer

s
x(s) = exp −αx
.
(B.14)
L
Na ta način zagotovimo, da je x(s) vedno definirana na enakem intervalu 1 ≥ x ≥
exp(−αx ), ∀s ∈ [0, L], kar je pomembna lastnost iz vidika primerjanja trajektoriji
med seboj.

B.1.4.1

Učenje dinamičnih elementarnih gibov po naravnem parametru

Za učenje dinamičnih generatorjev gibov po naravnem parametru (AL-DMP) potrebujemo demonstrirano trajektorijo giba. Učni podatki so običajno podani v sledeči
obliki:
d
G = {yk , tk }K
k=1 , yk ∈ R ,

(B.15)

kjer je d število prostostnih stopenj robota, t1 = 0 ter tK = T .
Za izračun uteži wi je potrebno preurediti enačbe (B.11) – (B.12) v obliko
F(x) = L2 y 00 − αz (βz (g − y) − Ly 0 ).

(B.16)

Za vsak časovni vzorec tk , k = 1, . . . , K dobimo sledečo enačbo
N
X
i=1


Ψi (xk )
1
wi = diag(g−y 0 )−1 L2 yk00 − αz (βz (g − yk ) − Lyk0 ) . (B.17)
PN
xk
j=1 Ψj (xk )
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Uteži wi lahko izračunamo z rešitvijo zgornjega linearnega problema po metodi najmanjših kvadratov. Vendar pa moramo najprej izračunati odvode yk0 = y 0 (sk ) in
yk00 = y 00 (sk ). To naredimo z vzorčenjem trajektorije po naravnem parametru s. Najprej izračunamo potek naravnega parametra sk
tk

Z

kẏ(t)kdt ≈ Trapzd(k),

sk =

(B.18)

0

kjer Trapzd(k) označuje integracijo po trapezni metodi [96]. Razdalja poti L se izračuna z integracijo hitrosti po celotni trajektoriji
T

Z

kẏ(t)kdt ≈ Trapzd(K).

L=

(B.19)

0

S tem smo podali vse podatke, ki omogočajo rešitev enačbe (B.17) po metodi najmanjših kvadratov in izračun uteži wi .
Kot rečeno, AL-DMP ne nosijo informacije o hitrosti premika oz. časovnem odvodu naravnega parametra ṡ. To informacijo lahko ločeno zapišemo kot linearno kombinacijo radialnih baznih funkciji odvisno od x in sicer
PM

ṡ(x) = 1 + Pi=1
M

vi Ψi (x)

i=1

Ψi (x)

x.

(B.20)

Število radialnih baznih funkciji za zapis ṡ ni nujno enako številu baznih funkciji v
(B.17). Odvod s za vsak časovni interval tk izračunamo z numeričim odvajanjem:
ṡn = kyn+1∆t−yn k . Uteži v vi v enačbi (B.20) pa izračunamo z po metodi najmanjših
kvadratov.

B.1.4.2

Reprodukcija trajektorije zapisane z dinamičnimi generatorji gibov po
naravnem parametru

Trajektorijo zapisano kot dinamičen elementarni gib po naravnem parametru ne moremo neposredno uporabiti za krmiljenje robota. Za vodenje robota potrebujemo trajektorijo, ki jo lahko vzorčimo po enakomernih časovnih intervalih in ne po intervalih
poti. Zato je potrebno izpeljati enačbe, ki prevedejo AL-DMP nazaj na časovno odvi-
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snost:
d
y(s(t)) = y 0 ṡ,
dt

ẏ =

d2
ÿ = 2 y(s(t)) = y 00 ṡ2 + y 0 s̈.
dt
ẋ =

d
x(s(t)) = x0 ṡ.
dt

(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)

Sedaj lahko izpeljemo odvode po naravnem parametru v odvisnosti od časa
1
ẏ,
ṡ
1
= 3 (ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈) .
ṡ

y0 =

(B.24)

y 00

(B.25)

Z združitvijo enačb (B.24) – (B.25) in (B.11) – (B.12) dobimo
L
ẏ
ṡ
ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈
,
ż = L
ṡ2
1 ÿ ṡ − ẏs̈
1
z 0 = Ly 00 = L
= ż.
2
ṡ
ṡ
ṡ
z = Ly 0 =

(B.26)
(B.27)
(B.28)

S temi enačbami je sedaj mogoče integrirati naučen AL-DMP z enakomernimi časovnimi intervali, kot je potrebno za krmiljenje robota.
B.1.4.3

Statistično učenje ter klasifikacija gibov

Kot omenjeno v uvodu, je poglavitna motivacija za razvoj novega zapisa dinamičnih
elementarnih gibov izboljšanje statističnega učenja ter klasifikaciji gibov. V prejšnjih
poglavjih smo podali matematično podlago zapisa. V tem poglavju pa se bomo osredotočili na predstavitev rezultatov, ki pričajo o izboljšavi.
Za statistično učenje trajektorij potrebujemo bazo demonstriranih gibov, ki izvirajo
iz zajetja večjega števila različnih trajektorij za enako nalogo. Kot primer podamo
nalogo premika robotske roke iz enakih začetnih v različne končne točke na mizi.
Demonstriramo lahko različne trajektorije, ki vodijo v različne točke na mizi (slika
B.7) ter jih zapišemo v množico demonstracij
n , N umEx
G = {yn,k , tn,k ; qn }K
,
k=1, n=1

(B.29)
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Slika B.7: Učenje gibov seganja na mizo v tarče (rdeči čep) na različnih lokacijah.

Slika B.8: Rezultat statističnega učenja za eno prostostno stopnjo robota z uporabo
DMP in AL-DMP.

kjer qn predstavlja želeno tarčo na mizi, N umEx pa končno število demonstriranih
gibov. Ko imamo enkrat bazo demonstracij, lahko uporabimo metode statističnega
učenja, na primer lokalno uteženo regresijo [97]. Na ta način lahko generiramo ALDMP za tarče, ki jih prej nismo demonstrirali. Med demonstracijami se pogosto zgodi,
da oseba, ki robota uči gibe, ne izvaja gibov z enako hitrostjo. S predlaganim zapisom te hitrostne modulacije ne vplivajo na uspešnost učenja. Na sliki B.8 je videti,
kako DMP, pridobljen s statističnim učenjem, ne sledi izvorni trajektoriji, ko so hitrosti demonstraciji različne. Hkrati, pa vidimo, da statistično učenje z AL-DMP uspešno
sledi.
Podobne učinke zapisa trajektorij z novim zapisom vidimo tudi pri klasifikaciji
gibov, ne nujno robotskih. Za primer lahko vzamemo klasifikacijo različnih človeških gibov, posnetih z napravami za zajemanje gibov [106]. Običajno se zajete gibe
najprej parametrizira, preden se jih poskusi klasificirat [108]. Klasifikacijo se nato
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Slika B.9: Rezultati klasifikacije gibov. Siva, zelena in modra barva prikazujeta uspešnost klasifikacije AL-DMP, DMP ter B-zlepk, ko hitrost gibov ni bila hitrostno modulirana. Rdeča, oranžna ter rjava barva pa prikazujejo uspešnost klasifikacije AL-DMP,
DMP ter B-zlepkov ob moduliranju hitrosti gibov.
izvede na parametrih trajektorije in ne na surovih podatkih. Primerjali smo kakšen
vpliv ima modulacija hitrosti gibov na klasifikacijo. Na sliki B.9 vidimo rezultate
eksperimenta, kjer smo generirali 805 trajektorij za 5 različnih gibov. Klasifikacijo
smo izvedli na DMP, AL-DMP ter trajektorijah parametriziranih z B-zlepki. Najprej smo preverili uspešnost klasifikacije, ko so hitrostni profili vseh gibov bili enaki.
Nato smo hitrostne profile vseh gibov modulirali z nelinearnim časovnim razstezanjem
2
2(t+1)e(t+1) −2 , t ∈ [0, T ], kjer je T trajanje trajektorije. Iz grafa je razvidno, da samo
AL-DMP zapis ohrani uspešnost klasifikacije tudi pri hitrostno moduliranih gibih.

B.1.5

Zaključek

Raziskovalno delo, ki je bilo predstavljeno v pričujoči temi, se osredotoča na razvoj
tehnologij in metod, namenjenih hitri postavitvi in rekonfiguraciji prilagodljivih robotskih celic. Koncept rekonfigurabilnih proizvodnih sistemov (RPS) ponuja smernice
in okvirne lastnosti, ki jih taki sistemi morajo imeti. Z upoštevanjem teh smernic smo
razvili prilagodljivo robotsko celico, namenjeno avtomatizaciji proizvodnih obratov,
kjer se parametri samih proizvodnih procesov pogosto spreminjajo. Visoko stopnjo
prilagodljivosti omogoča sinergija med razvito strojno ter programsko opremo. Med
razvojem celice smo identificirali izzive, za katere je bilo potrebno razviti nove metode, da smo se lahko z njimi spopadli. Razvili smo metodo za optimizacijo postavitve
pasivnih prilagodljivih vpenjal tako, da je mogoče avtomatizirati njihovo rekonfiguracijo z robotom. To pomeni, da lahko robot samostojno preuredi konfiguracijo vpenjal
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in s tem zagotovi vpetje različnih obdelovancev. Med rekonfiguracijo se robot izogne
potencialnim kršenjem kinematičnih omejitev mehanizma vpenjal.
Razvoj novega zapisa trajektorij dodatno izboljšuje statistično učenje robotskih gibov in njihovo klasifikacijo. To smo dosegli s tem, da smo dinamične elementarne
gibe, ki so v svoji osnovni obliki zapisani kot sistem diferencialnih enačb po času,
zapisali kot odvode po naravnem parametru. V našem primeru je naravni parameter
dolžina poti. S tem smo dosegli, da razlike v hitrostnih profilih demonstriranih gibov,
ki predstavljajo učno bazo za statistično učenje, ne vplivajo na kvaliteto učenja.
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Appendix

Izvirni prispevki k znanosti

• Nove paradigme načrtovanja robotskih celic, ki omogočajo njihovo hitro postavitev ter rekonfiguracijo.
• Metoda za določitev lokacij baz in vrhov sistema prilagodljivih vpenjal tako, da
bo vanje možno vpeti želene obdelovance in z robotom izvesti zadane naloge.
• Postopek za določitev robotskih gibov, ki vodijo v uspešno rekonfiguracijo sistema pasivnih prilagodljivih vpenjal.
• Metoda statističnega učenja robotskih trajektorij, ki temelji na dinamičnih elementarnih gibih po naravnem parametru. S tem se izloči vpliv hitrostnega profila
demonstracij na rezultat učenja.
Ključne besede: rekonfigurabilni proizvodni sistemi, prilagodljiva vpenjala, Stewartova platforma, optimizacija postavitve, programiranje preko demonstracije, dinamični
elementarni gibi, statistično učenje robotskih gibov.

